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1. ISRAEL GOVERNMENT ACTIONS & STATEMENTS
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1.1. U.S. & Israel Expand Binational Foundations in New Cooperation Agreement
On 28 October, the United States and Israel agreed to remove geographic restrictions in each of the
agreements that established the three U.S. – Israel Binational Foundations: the Binational Industrial
Research and Development Foundation (BIRD), the Binational Science Foundation (BSF) and the
Binational Agricultural Research and Development Foundation (BARD). Both sides also took steps to
ensure BARD remains in force indefinitely. Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu, Science and Technology
Minister Shay and U.S. Ambassador to Israel Friedman signed the amendments to the agreements in a
special ceremony held at Ariel University. The advancement aligns the Agreements with current U.S. policy
and expands opportunities in a broad range of scientific, agricultural, and technological cooperation.
In addition, the United States and Israel signed a Scientific and Technological Cooperation Agreement
(STA) that is a special recognition of their close cooperation on science, technology, and innovation and
builds upon that long and successful history. The Agreement establishes a new government-to-government
framework that will elevate and facilitate activities in scientific research, technological collaboration, and
scientific innovation in areas of mutual benefit. The STA will help promote greater whole-of-government
scientific cooperation between the two countries, facilitate joint research and innovation activities, and
provide intellectual property protections, among other benefits.
Established in the 1970s, the BIRD, BARD and BSF Agreements are mechanisms for bilateral science,
agriculture and technology cooperation and have provided over $1.4 billion since their inception to support
more than 7,300 joint research and commercial projects that have scientifically and economically benefited
both countries. Each dollar invested through the BARD Foundation has returned an estimated $12 in value
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to the U.S. and Israeli economies. Each dollar invested through the BIRD Foundation produces an
estimated $5 in revenue from commercially successful projects and an estimated $6 in follow-on
investments in startups. BSF has supported 47 Nobel Laureates and has kept scientists in both countries
in the lead in innovation in medicine, cybersecurity, high technology, and other critical areas of science with
both civilian and military applications. Updating the Agreements further strengthens the special bilateral
relationship between the United States and Israel and continues efforts to generate significant mutual
scientific and economic benefits. (U.S. Embassy Jerusalem 28.10)
2. ISRAEL MARKET & BUSINESS NEWS
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2.1. Toka Raises $25 Million to Advance Cybersecurity Readiness
Toka raised a $25 million Series B funding round. The funding will be used to further Toka’s efforts to
develop cutting-edge and lawful intelligence-gathering platforms and products and advise governments on
building an integrated cyber defense. The funding round was led by Eclipse Ventures and included
participation from all previous investors, including Andreessen Horowitz, Dell Technologies Capital, Entrée
Capital, and others.
Tel Aviv's Toka helps trusted government, law enforcement, and security agencies keep citizens safe and
defend against terror and crime by developing cutting-edge and lawful intelligence-gathering tools and by
advising governments on building an integrated cyber defense. Toka’s software platforms are simple to
use, scale quickly, and offer complete operational control to enable smarter, faster, and easier
investigations and operations. (Toka 27.10)
Back to Table of Contents

2.2. VentureIsrael Launches New Venture Capital Fund
Tel Aviv's VentureIsrael announced the launch of a new venture capital fund, which will invest in Israel
based, early stage deep-tech start-ups. The fund investment strategy focuses on the companies with clearcut technological advantages, an experienced management team and a flexible business strategy. The
fund first investments are a secure quantum communications system, an AI market research solution and
a next-generation correspondent banking platform.
VentureIsrael will also pay close attention to the Enterprise Software segment of Israeli early stage startups. “Worldwide, we see in increasing corporate demand for digital transformation. The Israeli market has
long established itself as an influential and effective provider of innovative solutions for the corporate
segment. VentureIsrael’s initial closing has attracted substantial attention from private and institutional
investors globally. The fund final closing is expected in the first half of 2021. (VentureIsrael 28.10)
Back to Table of Contents

2.3. UAE & Israeli Operators Bid in Haifa Port Privatization
Dubai Ports World, a UAE-based multinational logistics company, and Israel Shipyards have submitted a
joint bid proposal on the privatization of Haifa Port. The companies reportedly signed an agreement for
exclusive cooperation to privatize the port. The Israeli Shipyards Company said that this cooperation helps
enhance the competitiveness of ports, reduce costs, and establish an advanced infrastructure for
international trade and logistics, noting that this will make Haifa port a focal point in the Middle East. Dubai
Ports, which is owned by the Emirati government and operates facilities around the world, said last month
that it had signed a series of contracts with the Israeli Dovertower that included a joint proposal to privatize
Haifa Port.
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In a bid to encourage competition and reduce costs, Israel has sold state-owned ports and built new private
ones, with concerns that nearby such port in Haifa, built by the Chinese Shanghai International Port group,
may outshine its less modern, public neighbor. Israel has received offers from international firms, including
the Belgian European Ports, British SSA Marine, Global Ports Holding and an American and Indian
operator, according to the Israeli Globes. Each bidder must deposit a bank guarantee of $1.5 million and
sign a confidentiality agreement as a condition for access to the Haifa Port information room. In October,
Dovertower signed a cooperation agreement on shipping activities with Dubai Ports World. It also contains
articles on a joint bid in the privatization of Haifa port and a possible direct shipping line between the Red
Sea port of Eilat and Dubai's Jebel Ali. (Various 30.10)
Back to Table of Contents

2.4. RADA Announces $20 Million in New Orders Since Mid-September 2020
RADA Electronic Industries announced the receipt of $20 million in accumulated new orders since midSeptember 2020. To date, the aggregate amount of new orders since the beginning of 2020 has reached
$79 million, compared to $41 million received over the same period in 2019, showing an increase of over92% year-over-year. All of these $20 million in new orders are for software-defined tactical radars for the
US market, demonstrating immediate needs for RADA's tactical radars in all of the relevant market
segments that these radars are addressing: counter small unmanned aerial systems (C-sUAS), short range
air defense (SHORAD), counter rockets, artillery and mortars (C-RAM), and vehicle protection solutions
(VPS). Most of these new orders were follow-ons from customers which have placed initial orders earlier
this year and moved to wider-scale orders after rigorous testing and evaluation. Deliveries of these orders
are planned to be spread along H1/21.
Netanya's RADA is a global defense technology company focused on proprietary radar solutions and legacy
avionics systems. The Company is a leader in mini-tactical radars, serving attractive, high-growth markets,
including counter-drone applications, active military protection, critical infrastructure protection and border
surveillance. (RADA 02.11)
Back to Table of Contents

2.5. ExaGrid Continues Middle East Expansion to Meet Growing International Demand
Marlborough, Massachusetts's ExaGrid, the industry’s only Tiered Backup Storage solution, announced
that it is continuing to expand globally to meet demand for its backup storage solution. The company
continues to grow its market share position. As part of its expansion into more markets, ExaGrid now has
Territory Managers in Israel, Dubai and most recently Saudi Arabia. Some of ExaGrid’s latest success
stories are from key accounts in this region, including NMC Healthcare, Palestine Investment Bank and
Quds Bank.
ExaGrid provides tiered backup storage with a unique disk-cache Landing Zone, long-term retention
repository, and scale-out architecture. ExaGrid’s Landing Zone provides for the fastest backups, restores,
and instant VM recoveries. The retention repository offers the lowest cost for long-term retention. ExaGrid’s
scale-out architecture includes full appliances and ensures a fixed-length backup window as data grows,
eliminating expensive forklift upgrades and product obsolescence. (ExaGrid 03.11)
Back to Table of Contents

2.6. Tel Aviv University Aims to Launch Shoebox-Size Satellite Next Year
Tel Aviv University is planning to launch a research nanosatellite, the size of a shoebox, traveling on a
spacecraft sent by NASA and US aerospace firm Northrop Grumman to resupply the International Space
Station in Q1/21. Once it’s at the ISS, a robotic arm will release the TAU-SAT1 nanosatellite into low-earth
orbit (LEO). The satellite will conduct several experiments while in orbit, including measuring cosmic
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radiation in space. The TAU-SAT1 is currently undergoing pre-flight testing at the Japan Aerospace
Exploration Agency (JAXA). From Japan, the satellite will be sent to the United States.
The satellite’s dimensions are 10 by 10 by 30 centimeters, (4 x 4 by 12 inch) the size of a shoebox, and it
weighs less than 2.5 kilograms (5.5 pounds). TAU-SAT1 is the first nanosatellite designed, built and tested
independently in academia in Israel. The TAU-SAT1 was created, developed, assembled, and tested at
the new Nanosatellite Center in Tel Aviv, an interdisciplinary venture of the Faculties of Engineering and
Exact Sciences and the Porter School of the Environment and Earth Sciences of the university.
One of the challenges is how to extract the data collected by the TAU-SAT1 satellite, and for that purpose
the researchers set up a satellite station on the roof of the engineering building at the university. In addition
to its scientific mission, the satellite will also serve as a space relay station for amateur radio communities
around the world. In total, the satellite is expected to be active for several months. Because it has no
engine, its trajectory will sag over time as the result of atmospheric drag. It will burn up in the atmosphere
and come back to earth as stardust, the university said. The launch of the TAU-SAT1 is Tel Aviv University’s
first step in joining the global space revolution in which research is opening up to civilian institutions and
companies. (TAU 01.11)
3. REGIONAL PRIVATE SECTOR NEWS
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3.1. GCC Instant Coffee Market Report 2020
On 2 November, ResearchAndMarkets.com released its GCC Instant Coffee Market: Industry Trends,
Share, Size, Growth, Opportunity and Forecast 2020-2025. ResearchAndMarkets.com said the GCC
instant coffee market grew at a CAGR of around 4% during 2014- 2019. Driven by factors such as its
convenience, ease of use, rising number of retail coffee shops, premiumization and format innovation, the
demand of instant coffee has been increasing in the GCC. A key factor driving the demand of instant coffee
is its convenience as it can be made easily by anyone. To make instant coffee a consumer only requires
hot water. Another key factor driving the demand of instant coffee is that it is relatively cheaper than fresh
ground coffee and quite affordable to the mass population.
Furthermore, driven by increasing incomes, westernization, and changing food habits, the consumption of
instant coffee is increasing robustly in both the retail and institutional segments. Apart from this, singleserve packs, which are more convenient to carry and consume have witnessed a strong growth in both athome and out-of-home segments. Such format innovations are also driving value growth across the GCC
markets. Catalyzed by rising exposure to premium coffee via social media platforms, foreign travel and ontrade outlets, the demand for value-added and premium products that contain richer ingredients and flavors
is also on the rise in Saudi Arabia. The competitive landscape of the instant coffee market in Saudi Arabia
is quite concentrated with Nestle currently representing the market leader. Looking forward, the publisher
expects the GCC instant coffee market to grow moderately during the next five years.
(ResearchAndMarkets.com 02.11)
Back to Table of Contents

3.2. Brand Ripplr Raises $1 Million in a Series A Round
Dubai's Brand Ripplr, an online marketplace that simplifies the entire influencer marketing process for
businesses based in the UAE, announced that it has secured a $1 million Series A funding round from the
Dubai Angel Investors and other individual investors. Brand Ripplr is an influencer marketing platform
which connects brands with over 55,000 content creators and reaches an audience of over 300 million
consumers in the MENA region across all the major social media channels, Instagram, YouTube, Twitch,
Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat and TikTok. Brand Ripplr provides a front-to-end campaign management
solution that caters to a growing portfolio of over 75 clients including global power-houses Pepsi, Etisalat,
Nestlé and Uber.
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Notably, Brand Ripplr has extended its services cooperating with eSports entities, gamers, and streamers,
a fast-growing influencer space that is proving very rewarding and attracting many major brands. Brand
Ripplr leverages big data to allow clients to execute impactful influencer marketing campaigns by identifying
and activating the region’s most impactful social media creators. The company’s clients benefit from
industry-leading influencer audience analytics and performance tracking to deliver impressive results.
Brand Ripplr’s platform allows its clients’ to effectively monitor marketing ROI so that the impact of every
campaign dollar spent can be evaluated. The newly received funds will be used to expand Brand Ripplr’s
footprint across the region including in Saudi Arabia. (Brand Ripplr 08.11)
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3.3. Cartlow Secures $2 Million Pre-Series A Funding and Launches VASCART
Cartlow has raised a $2 million Pre-Series A funding round from Arzan Ventures, Vision Ventures, otf
Jasoor Ventures, and other investors. Alongside this, Cartlow has launched its sister company - VASCART.
Launched over a year ago, Cartlow is focused on transforming and digitalizing the pre-owned industry and
eliminating unsustainable practices. Their aim is to build a scalable technology and operations platform to
deliver a reliable and consistently high-quality product to the end consumers at an unbeatable price. The
company works alongside a series of well-trusted global brands and recognized household names, helping
to turn-over their inventory, and reduce unsustainable practices by purchasing slow-moving and
returned/pre-owned, or ‘open-box’ products at a low cost from partners who normally toss away items;
disrupting a generation of ‘e-waste’. This allows Cartlow to then resell the items to consumers after grading,
testing, certifying, and restoring them to their original condition. The items are then sold at the best prices
on Cartlow’s website and applications, from TVs, laptops, white appliances to beauty, toys and fashion
products, which are all safeguarded by warranty.
With the launch of the B2B business model 'VASCART', they will provide retailers, brands, and distributors
with a value-added service and an after-service market, to tackle some key issues faced by many partners
in the region, and molding itself as a leader within the re-commerce industry targeted at distributors, retailers
and directly with consumers to sell their old devices. The services include: buyback solutions, liquidation
services, warranty repairs, extended warranty program, refurbishing, quality control and more. By
establishing VASCART, Cartlow's mission is to empower the ecosystem by building the capacity and the
capability, adding value proposition through the model whilst supporting partners and other brands.
Dubai's Cartlow is a re-commerce solution where the customer can order Pre-owned, Refurbished, Open
box and Clearance products though Cartlow mobile app and pay with credit card or cash on delivery. All
products will be featured with an end user warranty, extended warranty, return policy and other value added
services. Their focus is on building scalable technology and operation platform Retail and Marketplace
Sellers to deliver a reliable and consistent high quality product to the end consumers at an unbeatable
price. (Cartlow 02.11)
Back to Table of Contents

3.4. United Arab Emirates Projects Report Cites Local Difficulties
ResearchAndMarkets.com new "United Arab Emirates Projects, H2 2020 with COVID-19 Impact Update MEED Insights" indicates that it has been a difficult 12 months for the UAE Projects, market. Previously
viewed as a stable market relatively immune to the oil price, it posted a substantial fall in total project awards
in 2019 to just over $31 billion from $48 billion the previous year.
The United Arab Emirates Projects' market has had a more difficult first half of 2020 than its neighbors with
contract awards down more than a third on the same period last year. As with neighboring markets COVID19 has been a factor but it has masked the fact that the market was already in sharp decline thanks to
oversupply in its real estate sector. The issue is compounded by the federation's exposure to the global
tourism shutdown and a decrease in aviation and retail spending. Despite a series of government
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announcements and initiatives to stimulate the economy, it is clear that it will be sometime before the market
can return to its pre-2015 levels.
In the absence of a vibrant property sector, contractors and consultants will increasingly look to the
government infrastructure sector as a source of new project opportunities. Water, power, road and other
transport infrastructure will take on a greater significance as companies seek to win a smaller pool of new
business opportunities. Many project companies active in the federation have reacted by lowering margins
in the face of increased competition or by focusing on other countries, particularly Saudi Arabia. Others
have downsized to cut costs or left the market altogether.
In this challenging environment firms will have to be smart in order to prosper. Selecting the right clients,
specializing in niche sectors, and introducing novel technologies are all tools companies can harness in
order to stay ahead of the competition. Some sectors, especially water and renewable energy, are growing.
Oil and gas spending in Abu Dhabi is also forecast to increase over the coming year. Likewise, the pipeline
of projects in the UAE sits at more than $670 billion. Although there are undoubtable challenges in the
short term, the long term prognosis is still relatively sanguine. (ResearchAndMarkets.com 03.11)
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3.5. Brantu Raises Seven-Figure Series A Round Led by Sawari Ventures
Brantu’s vision is to create a convenient and seamless fashion sales experience for the buyers and fashion
brands. The startup debuted with a women’s assortment, offering fresh and trendy apparel via a mobilefirst platform with exciting and appealing content, speedy delivery, and free returns. They also offer brands
various operational models to simplify the onboarding process.
Brantu is changing the Egyptian consumer habit of buying fashion online. Before Brantu, fashion
consumers bought through international/cross-border websites, facing the issues of long delivery times &
customs or local general merchandise platforms whose assortment & appeal do not cater to fashion
consumers. They are providing speedy delivery, trendy products & appealing content to Egypt's mass
population, serving millions of fashion shoppers.”
Since its launch last year, Cairo's Brantu has seen strong MoM growth and managed to acquire +20,000
users in their first year with limited funding. The platform currently has an assortment exclusively for women
from 70+ of the market’s top brands. With the new funds, Brantu is looking to fuel the growth of its user
base, increase its verticals, and capture the growing market share within the growing fashion and lifestyle
industry in Egypt. (Brantu 01.11)
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3.6. ATLAN Space Raises $1.1 Million Series A Funding from Maroc Numeric Fund II
Rabat's ATLAN Space, a startup that develops artificial intelligence to guide unmanned aircrafts (UAV) in
their data collection and tracking missions over large geographical areas, has raised $1.1 million in a Series
A funding round, from Maroc Numeric Fund II. ATLAN Space uses artificial intelligence technology to
enable governments and institutions to fight environmental crime and assist vulnerable populations.
The technology developed by ATLAN Space is the subject of several patents and has received the African
Entrepreneurship Award innovation prize in 2017. The project was funded by the Caisse Centrale de
Garantie (CCG) under the Innov Start program and by the United Nations Industrial Development
Organization (UNIDO). ATLAN Space has commercial contracts in the Seychelles, Niger and Morocco. It
has already completed its first round of Seed funding in 2019 with the Norwegian investment fund Katapult
Ocean Fund.
This funding is the 3rd investment of the new fund - Maroc Numeric Fund II and the 20th investment of its
management team, taking into account the investments made by the fund Maroc Numeric Fund I, which is
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now in a divestment phase. Other participants in the round were Hilmi Law Firm and Cadex Group. (ATLAN
Space 03.11)
4. CLEAN TECH & ENVIRONMENTAL DEVELOPMENTS
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4.1. Large Volunteer Sand & Sea Cleanup for Israel's Beaches
On 30 October, a massive beach and sea cleanup day was held in Israel to draw policymakers’ attention
to the need to better protect marine life. Thousands of volunteers helped collect trash, from Rosh HaNikra
in the north to Ashkelon on the southern Mediterranean coast. Cleanups also took place on the Eilat
beaches in southern Israel and in and around the Sea of Galilee.
The cleanup began at 08:00 and continued into the afternoon, in line with Health Ministry coronavirus
regulations. Taking part were the Society for the Protection of Nature in Israel, the Israel Nature and Parks
Authority, the Environmental Protection Ministry, Life and Environment, Green Course, Zalul, EcoOcean,
the scouts movement, the US Embassy in Israel, European Union representatives, divers groups and local
authorities. An SPNI spokesman said the campaign sought to influence decision-makers to establish more
marine reserves, ban single-use plastic at beaches and increase enforcement and against litterbugs.
Nearly three-quarters of the trash found in Israeli waters in the Mediterranean and the Red Sea consists of
bits of plastic bags and plastic containers, according to the National Marine Waste Monitoring Report for
2019. (Various 29.10)
5. ARAB STATE DEVELOPMENTS
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5.1. World Bank Estimates a 19.2% Decline in Lebanon's Real GDP Growth in 2020
The October 2020 World Bank Economic update on Lebanon highlights the ongoing macroeconomic events
that took place since October 2019 and their effect on the real and financial sectors of the economy. The
mounting financial crisis and latest COVID-19 outbreak added pressure on trade and business resulting in
limited capital inflows, in addition to the Port of Beirut explosion on 4 August that resulted in costly physical
damages. Recent developments included a yearly reduction of 71.5% in tourist arrivals by May 2020; Real
Estate Sector witnessed a drop due to the 67.9% and 55.7% decline in construction permits and cement
deliveries by Q1 2020. In addition, it is worth mentioning that BLOM-PMI index averaged 38.7 in the first
five months of 2020, lowest since year 2013, reflecting the dwindling private sector activity. Also, total
revenue and total expenditures declined over the same period, exacerbating the exchange rate crisis and
higher inflation rates.
According to World Bank data, Real GDP was revised to -19.2% at end of 2020 and forecasted at -13.2%
in 2021, as the COVID-19 pandemic and economic recession are expected to continue in H1/21 and trade
activity to remain curbed in the highly dollarized economy. Moreover, Lebanon is considered a large
importing country, holding limited foreign currency to support essential commodities with an FX reserve of
only $28.5B at BDL as of August 2020 (a decline of $8.8B since end of 2019). The contraction of GDP per
capita is said to result in higher poverty rates and low purchasing power affecting both the poor and middle
class, in line with multiple exchange rates and haircut challenges ahead of a proper macroeconomic
recovery. In contradiction to the IMF forecasts on Lebanon, which estimates a decrease of 25% in annual
GDP for year 2020, the World Bank sights an expected fall of 19.2%. The IMF’s projection for Lebanon’s
fiscal Balance marked -16.5% of GDP and Consumer Price Index estimated at 144.5%. However, the
World Bank denotes a fiscal deficit of 14.5% and indicates inflation of 70%. Moreover, IMF puts the Current
Account Balance at -16.5% whereas World Bank at -4.4% of GDP. (Various 03.11)
Back to Table of Contents
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5.2. Lebanon’s Trade Deficit Down by 59% to $4.66 Billion in August 2020
Lebanon trade deficit dropped 58.97% compared to the same period last year to reach $4.66B. In details,
total imported goods slumped by 49.97% year-on-years (YOY) to $6.92B by August 2020. Lebanon’s total
export dropped by 8.52% YOY to reach $2.26B by August 2020. Lebanon is suffering from a shortage in
foreign currency, in addition to economic and financial crisis which is sabotaging the volume of trade. The
explosion in the port on 4 August has affected negatively the general performance of trade.
In term of value, the Mineral products grasped the lion’s share of total imported goods with a stake of
29.84%. Products of the chemical or allied industries ranked second, composing 15.46% of the total while
Vegetable Products and Prepared foodstuffs; beverages, tobacco grasped the respective shares of 7.61%
and 7.32%. Lebanon imported $2.06B worth of Mineral Products, compared to a value of $4.73B in the
same period last year. As expected, mineral products are proving to be very sensitive to lower income. In
details, the net weight of imported mineral fuels, oils and their products decreased since last year and
witnessed a yearly drop from 8,489,829 tons in August 2019 to reach 4,819,448 tons in August 2020. In
turn, the values of Products of the chemical or allied industries, Vegetable Products and Prepared
foodstuffs; beverages, tobacco recorded yearly drops of 23.78%, 21.61% and 42.25% to settle at $1B,
$526.79M and $494.92M, respectively.
By August, the top three import sources were Greece, US and Italy grasping the respective shares of 8.34%,
7.37% and 7.14% of the total value of imports. On the Exports front, Lebanon’s top exported products were
Pearls, precious stones and metals grasping a share of 40.66% of the total. Prepared foodstuffs, beverages
& tobacco and Machinery, electrical instruments followed, with each grasping a share of 11.09% and 9.41%,
respectively, of the total. In detail, the value of Pearls, precious stones and metals slightly dropped yearly
by 0.33% to reach $918.78 by August 2020. Meanwhile, the value of prepared foodstuffs, beverages &
tobacco slightly rose by 0.55% to reach $250.62M, while machinery, electrical instruments dropped yearly
by 13.57% to reach 212.59M in August 2020. The top three export destinations by August 2020 were
Switzerland, UAE and KSA with the respective shares of 33.90%, 9.98% and 6.17%. While the Lebanese
economy is still fighting to survive, and with the deterioration of Lebanese purchasing power, noting that
Lebanese people are prioritizing their expenses to only necessities, a further reduction in imports is
expected. In addition, several international brands are quitting the Lebanese market due to economic crisis,
and shortage of foreign currency. Moreover, if promised reforms by the government due not materialized
this will imply the inability to attract foreign financing and to support the supply chain. (Lebanese Customs
03.11)
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5.3. Non-Jordanian Ownership of Public Companies Reaches 50%
Non-Jordanian investments at the Amman Stock Exchange (ASE) in October 2020 stood at 50.2%, as Arab
investors counted for 33.3% while non-Arabs counted for 16.9%, according to the ASE. The shares that
were bought by non-Jordanians in October valued at JOD7.8 million, representing 9.4% of the overall
trading value, while the value of shares sold by them amounted to JOD6.7 million. As a result, the net of
non-Jordanian investments in October showed a positive JOD1.1 million, whereas the net of non-Jordanian
investments showed a positive value of JOD153.3 million for the same period of 2019.
Figures indicate that shares bought by non-Jordanians since the beginning of 2020 through October valued
at JOD81.3 million, 9.9% of the overall trading, while shares sold by them stood at JOD142.2 million. As a
result, the net of non-Jordanian investments is valued in the negative at JOD60.9 million, whereas the net
of non-Jordanian investments showed a positive value of JOD106.1 million for the same period of 2019.
Arab investors purchases in October stood at JOD6.2 million, 79.3% of the overall purchases by nonJordanians, while the non-Arab purchases amounted to JOD1.6 million, constituting 20.7% of the total
purchases of non-Jordanians. Arab investors sales amounted to JOD4.6 million, 69% of non-Jordanians
total sales, while the non-Arab sales amounted to JOD2.1 million, representing 31% of the total sales by
non-Jordanians. (Petra 04.11)
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►►Arabian Gulf
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5.4. Oman Income Tax Expected in 2022 in Fiscal Shake-Up
Oman expects to introduce an income tax on high earners in 2022, the finance ministry announced in a
2020-2024 economic plan, as the Gulf state seeks to restore finances battered by low oil prices. The plan
aims to bring Oman’s fiscal deficit down to 1.7% of gross domestic product by 2024, from a preliminary
deficit of 15.8% this year. It also has a target of increasing non-oil revenues to 35% of total government
revenue by 2024, from 28% this year. None of the six Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC) states, all oil
producers, currently collect income tax from individuals.
Oman’s Sultan Haitham, who took power in January, recently approved the medium-term fiscal plan to
make government finances sustainable as the coronavirus crisis and low oil prices strain state coffers.
Some details of the plan emerged in a bond prospectus last month but without a date for the introduction
of income tax. Revenues from it would be used to fund social programs, the plan said. The plan also aims
to redirect state subsidies to only those groups who need it, rather than subsidizing all users. Calculating
new electricity and water tariffs will be done gradually in the coming years.
According to the International Monetary Fund, Oman’s economy is expected to shrink by 10% this year, the
biggest contraction in the Gulf, and its fiscal deficit could widen to 18.3% of GDP from 7.1% last year.
Sultan Haitham in mid-October said a 5% value-added tax would come into force in April 2021, as part of
efforts to diversify government revenues. All six Gulf Arab states agreed to introduce 5% VAT in 2018 after
a slump in oil prices hit their revenues. (Various 03.11)
5.5. Trade Between Saudi Arabia & Egypt Worth $6.8 Billion
Bilateral trade between Egypt and Saudi Arabia totaled about $6.8 billion in 2019, a slight drop on the $7.1
billion figure recorded the previous year, according to an Egyptian government report. The report showed
that Egyptian exports to the Saudi Kingdom rose to $1.68 billion in 2019 compared with $1.43 billion in
2018.
Egypt’s exports to Arab countries rose by 6.3% to a record $10.1 billion during 2019 compared with $9.5
billion in 2018. According to the report, the UAE ranked first for Egyptian exports in 2019 with $2.05 billion.
Saudi Arabia ranked second with about $1.6 billion, followed by Jordan with $875 million.
Agricultural and animal products ranked first in terms of export volume to Arab countries during 2019, with
about $2.5 billion, a 17% drop from 2018. These were followed by marble and ceramics products, worth
$1.8 billion — an increase of 4% — and chemical and plastic products, worth about $1.6 billion — a rise of
16%. The volume of trade exchange between Egypt and other Arab countries totaled $10.3 billion in the
first nine months of 2019. (AN 28.10)
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5.6. Saudi Arabia to Host Formula One Grand Prix for the First Time Next Year
Saudi Arabia will host the Formula One Grand Prix for the first time next year in Jeddah. Formula One’s
official website also reported that the 2021 F1 calendar will feature a brand-new race in Saudi Arabia, with
the news that the city of Jeddah will host the inaugural Saudi Arabian Grand Prix in November 2021. The
event will see the world’s best drivers and constructors do battle on city streets in a spectacular night race,
the 2021 race, the first in a long-term partnership between Formula 1 and the Saudi Automobile and
Motorcycle Federation (SAMF), will take place on Jeddah’s corniche, which runs along the banks of the
Red Sea, providing a stunning coastal backdrop for a full weekend of live motorsport, entertainment and
culture that will take over the second biggest city in Saudi Arabia. (Al-Arabiya 05.11)
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►►North Africa
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5.7. Egypt’s Annual Headline Inflation Doubled to 4.5% in October
Egypt’s annual headline inflation rate doubled in October to reach 4.5%, up from 2.4% in October 2019, the
Central Agency for Public Mobilization and Statistics (CAPMAS) announced on 10 November. The monthly
inflation rate recorded 1.8% as well. The notable increase in the annual headline inflation rate is driven by
a surge in school and university fees by 20%, in addition to the increase in the price of utilities and readygarments in domestic markets, and the huge increase in the prices of other activities, according to
CAPMAS. The announced figure came in the limit range that the Central Bank of Egypt (CBE) has set by
9% (plus or minus 3%).
In October, CAPMAS said that the country’s annual headline inflation rate declined to 3.3%, down from
3.6% in July, and 6% in June. (CAPMAS 10.11)
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5.8. USAID to Grant $20 Million to WFP to Fund Sudan Wheat Purchases
The US Agency for International Development said it will grant $20 million to the World Food Program to
purchase wheat for Sudan to alleviate shortages in the east African country. The US announced in October
that it will rescind Sudan’s 27-year-old listing as a state sponsor of terrorism, a status that had restricted
Khartoum’s economic links and cut it off from crucial financial assistance. It also hampered dollar
transactions for Sudanese businesses and complicated imports of some goods.
The funding from USAID will enable the WFP to provide approximately 65,600 metric tons of wheat for
Sudan. This grant represents the United States’ contribution to a $45 million commitment to provide the
Government of Sudan with wheat needed to address the immediate shortage. The United Arab Emirates
would match the US grant, which is subject to congressional approval, while Israel will provide an additional
$5 million. Under US pressure, Sudan has agreed to normalize ties with Israel, making Khartoum the third
Arab government after the UAE and Bahrain to establish relations with Israel in the last two months.
(Reuters 07.11)
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5.9. Tunisian Banks Face Surge in Credit Losses as Debt Relief Ends
Fitch Ratings said on 9 November that Tunisian banks face a steep rise in credit losses over the next 12
months as borrowers' debt-servicing capacity weakens due to the recent ending of support measures put
in place amid the coronavirus pandemic. Reduced profitability could pressure already-thin capital buffers,
particularly at banks with weaker core profitability. Ratings could be downgraded for banks whose financial
metrics deteriorate beyond our baseline expectations.
Most major banks had modest increases in loans and securities impairment charges in H1/20, reflecting
the mitigating effects of debt relief and regulatory forbearance. The ratio of impairment charges to preimpairment operating profit rose to 62.9% for our sample of major banks in aggregate, from 29.9% in 2019.
However, most of the increase was attributable to one bank, Union Internationale de Banques, including a
sharp fall in pre-impairment operating profit and a likely more conservative approach to provisioning, in line
with its parent bank, Societe Generale.
Fitch expects the ratio of impairment charges to pre-impairment operating profit to increase in 2021,
potentially approaching the peak of 2013 amid social unrest in the aftermath of the Arab Spring. The
winding-up of debt relief in September will expose many borrowers to cash flow pressures, particularly
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those hard hit by the pandemic's impact on tourism, hospitality and exports. Moreover, Tunisian banks'
move to IFRS 9 from end-FY2021 is likely to weaken reported asset-quality metrics, and require additional
provisioning given the use of forward-looking information in their models. Fitch expects Tunisia's economy
to grow by 4.5% in 2021. But there are downside risks given social tensions, political instability and the
uncertainty over the duration and possible tightening of measures taken by the authorities to counter a
resurgence in coronavirus infections. (Fitch 09.11)
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5.10.

Morocco’s Trade Deficit Recorded a 22.2% Decline at the End of September

Morocco’s trade deficit recorded an annual decline of 22.2% at the end of September 2020, standing at
MAD 120.4 billion ($13.08 billion). The decline is due to a significant decrease in Morocco’s goods imports
in the first nine months of 2020, in parallel with a slightly lower decline in goods exports. At the end of
September, Morocco’s imports stood at MAD 307.5 billion ($33.4 billion), recording an annual decrease of
16.2%. Meanwhile, the country’s exports declined by 11.8% and stood at MAD 187.1 billion ($20.32 billion).
The figures mark a coverage rate of 60.8%. The rate, which represents the Moroccan economy’s global
independence, improved by 3.0 basis points between September 2019 and September 2020.
Despite the annual decline in Morocco’s goods exports and imports, they recently increased. Between the
start of July and the end of September, Morocco’s exports and imports grew by 19.4% and 8.1%
respectively. On the other hand, Morocco’s services trade balance remained positive, at MAD 38.25 billion
($4.16 billion), despite recording an annual decline of 43.9%. Between September 2019 and September
2020, Morocco’s exported services decreased by 35.1%, while the imports declined by 26.8%.
Morocco’s tourism revenue also fell by 59.5%, standing at MAD 24.38 billion ($2.65 billion) at the end of
September. The country’s tourist endowments — the money given in foreign currency to Moroccans wishing
to travel abroad — recorded an annual decline of 50.2% as well and stood at MAD 7.95 billion ($863.61
million). The figures allowed Morocco to maintain a positive balance between tourism revenue and
endowments. However, the balance’s surplus decreased by 62.9%. The value of foreign direct investments
(FDIs) recorded a 28.3% annual decline and stood at MAD 10.81 billion ($1.17 billion) at the end of
September. (MWN 04.110
6. TURKISH, CYPRIOT & GREEK DEVELOPMENTS
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6.1. IIF Says Turkey is Heading into Deep Recession
Turkey is heading into a deep economic recession, according to the top economist for the Institute of
International Finance (IIF). The IIF cited a sharp reversal in a borrowing boom for the prediction, which will
also steady the embattled Turkish lira and narrow the current account deficit.
Turkey’s government has sought to engineer an economic recovery in the country this year by ordering
state-run banks to flood the market with cheap loans. The central bank has kept interest rates at below the
rate of inflation to help support that policy. But the tactic has caused a sell-off in the lira, which has slumped
to successive record lows, prompting the Turkish authorities to take measures to help rein in the lending.
At the same time, the central bank has spent tens of billions of dollars of its foreign currency reserves
defending the lira.
Turkish Treasury and Finance Minister Berat Albayrak, the son-in-law of President Erdoğan, predicted
economic growth for the country of 0.3% in 2020 when announcing a three-year economic program in late
September. A monthly central bank survey of economists in October foresaw an economic contraction of
0.8%. Economic activity slumped by an annual 9.9% in the second quarter of the year. In June, the
International Monetary Fund predicted a 5% economic contraction for Turkey this year, putting it among the
most pessimistic forecasters. It cited the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic for its forecast.
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Turkey’s trade deficit almost tripled to $4.83 billion in September from a year ago as imports surged by
23%. This suggests that Turkish businesses and consumers are still finding the funds to buy up imported
goods and to potentially support economic growth going forward. Exports rose by 4.8%. (Ahval 30.10)
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6.2. Turkish Inflation Accelerates to 11.9% in October as Lira Continues to Tumble
Turkey’s consumer price inflation rate rose to an annual 11.9% last month and producer prices surged after
the lira fell to successive record lows against the dollar. The CPI accelerated from 11.8% in September,
the Turkish Statistical Institute said. On a month-on-month basis, prices rose by 2.13%. The producer
price inflation rate jumped to 18.2% last month from 14.3% in September, reflecting the impact of the lira's
depreciation.
Turkey’s lira lost 7.5% of its value in October, falling to a record low and extending losses for the year to
almost 30%. The decline in the currency has continued in November, increasing pressure on the central
bank to raise interest rates. The currency has continued a decline after the central bank left its benchmark
interest rate of 10.25% unchanged in October, confounding economists’ expectations of an increase. The
central bank next meets on interest rates on 19 November. Core inflation, which strips out volatile items
such as energy, gold and food, accelerated to 11.5% from 11.3% in September. (Ahval 03.11)
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6.3. Turkey Posts Smallest Trade Deficit of 2020 as Import Growth Shrinks
Turkey reported the smallest trade deficit of the year in October, according to preliminary figures published
by the government on 2 November. The deficit was $2.4 billion last month, half of September’s shortfall,
as growth in imports slowed sharply, Trade Ministry data showed. It was the smallest trade gap since
November 2019. The deficit peaked at $6.3 billion in August. The Turkish lira slumped to successive
record lows in October, rendering imports more expensive. Concern among investors and deposit holders
for lax economic and monetary policy, which has widened the trade deficit this year, has increased selling
pressure on the lira.
Imports rose by 8.5% to $19.7 billion in October. That compared with an annual increase of 23% to $20.8
billion in September. Exports grew by 5.6% to $17.3 billion last month. Exports had expanded by 4.8% to
$16 billion the previous month. Trade Minister Pekcan said $2 billion of imports during October were in the
form of gold. Imports in the first ten months of the year, excluding gold, have declined by an annual 5.1%
to $155.4 billion. Gold imports totaled $20.5 billion in the January to October period, she said. Turks have
bought up increasing amounts of gold this year due to concerns about the lira’s value. (Various 02.11)
7. GENERAL NEWS AND INTEREST
*ISRAEL:
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7.1. Soccer Leagues in Israel & UAE Sign Working Agreement
On 26 October, the Israeli Professional Football League and UAE Pro League signed a memorandum of
understanding by video conference that includes exploring ideas for competitions between their teams. The
Israeli soccer federation left the Asian Football Confederation in 1974 for political and security reasons.
Israel’s national and club teams have played in European competitions since the 1990s and the federation
is now a member of UEFA.
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The first MoU of its kind in the Middle East, it comes within the framework of cooperation and increasing
the chances of success and development of the sport in the two countries. The terms of the MoU include
holding joint workshops to discuss ways to develop the marketing and promotional side of the competitions,
in addition to keeping pace with everything related to sports and football development technology, as well
as developing the technical aspect in the football sector.
The UAE Pro League was formed in 2008 and joined the World Leagues Forum in 2019, which had a major
role in strengthening relations between the UAE and Israeli leagues. (Various 27.10)
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7.2. Heavy Rain Boosts Hopes for Full Sea of Galilee This Winter
The level of the Sea of Galilee is currently 1.19 meters from its maximum level of 208.80 meters below sea
level, the Israel Water Authority reported. The Kinneret (Sea of Galilee) has begun steadily rising after
recent heavy rainfall. The level of the freshwater lake is currently 209.99 meters below sea level, 1.19
meters from its maximum level of 208.80 meters below sea level. The Kinneret has risen 2.5 centimeters
over the past few days after some areas of the Upper Galilee had more than 100 millimeters of rain.
The Kinneret is beginning the winter at its highest level for 17 years, after well above average rainfall last
winter, when the country had 130% of its average annual rainfall and up to 200% of its annual average
rainfall in some parts of northern Israel. The Kinneret began last winter at 212 meters below sea level, not
far above the minimum level of 213 meters below sea level, and at one point in late April came within 12
centimeters of being full. With a two meter start this year compared to last winter, expectations are that
well before the end of the winter, the Israel Water Authority will be opening the Degania dam to allow water
to flow south into the River Jordan, thus preventing the lake from overflowing. (Globes 08.11)
*REGIONAL:
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7.3. QS Releases Largest-Ever List of the Arab Region's Top Universities
QS Quacquarelli Symonds, compilers of the world's most consulted university rankings, released their
annual list of the Arab Region's best higher education institutions. The regional leader remains Saudi
Arabia's King Abdul Aziz University, which retains the number-one spot for the second consecutive year.
The top ten contains institutions from six different nations, emphasizing the breadth of quality and intensity
of competition in the regional higher education ecosystem.
The 2021 QS World University Rankings: Arab Region features 160 universities: expansion of 25% on the
previous edition and is QS's largest comparative evaluation of the region's higher education system. The
top 10 QS World University Rankings for the Arab Region for 2021 was:
2021

2020

Institution Name

Location

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1
2
4
3
5
6
7
8
12
10

King Abdul Aziz University
American University of Beirut
Qatar University
King Fahd University of Petroleum & Minerals
United Arab Emirates University
King Saud University
American University of Sharjah
Sultan Qaboos University
Khalifa University
University of Jordan

Saudi Arabia
Lebanon
Qatar
Saudi Arabia
UAE
Saudi Arabia
UAE
Oman
UAE
Jordan
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For the fourth consecutive year a Saudi Arabian university occupied the regional number-one position; while
3 universities from the UAE achieved top-ten positions. United Arab Emirates University (5th) is the national
leader; also attaining top-ten ranks are American University of Sharjah (7th) and Khalifa University (9th, up
three places). Khalifa University's rank of 9th is the highest it has achieved in the history of the rankings.
The 160 featured universities can be found in 15 locations. The most-represented location is Saudi Arabia
(29 ranked universities). It is followed by Egypt (25), Jordan (21), the United Arab Emirates, Iraq (15) and
Lebanon (12). (QS 28.10)
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7.4. UAE Abolishes ‘Honor Crimes’ Law Granting Leniency in Latest Move Towards Equality
The United Arab Emirates announced on 7 November that it will abolish a law that grants perpetrators of
so-called “honor crimes” leniency, the country’s latest move to improve women’s status. Previously, if a
male relative claimed that a crime was conducted to preserve his family’s honor, a jail term of between
three to 15 years could be granted. Under the latest reform, a perpetrator will receive the same punishment
prescribed for other crimes, such as murder or assault. For murder, an individual could be sentenced to
life in prison, execution, or seven years in prison in cases where the victim’s family waives its right to
“retribution.”
Several other Arab countries – including Jordan, Egypt and Kuwait – continue to uphold laws protecting
male perpetrators. Women’s organization in the region and across the world have long called for a legal
overhaul of provisions they say grant impunity to those who murder women. (Al Arabiya 07.11)
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7.5. Algerians Back Constitutional Reforms in Record Low Turnout
Algerians approved a revised version of their country’s constitution with two thirds of votes cast, the
electoral commission said on 2 November, after a record low turnout in a referendum. The vote on 1
November was widely seen as a regime maneuver to neutralize the Hirak protest movement, which at its
peak had toppled long-time president Abdelaziz Bouteflika. The Hirak had called for a boycott of a vote on
the document, largely dismissed by constitutional experts. Fewer than 15% of eligible voters had endorsed
the document.
The revised text passed with 66.8% of votes, a record low turnout of just 23.7%, according to the electoral
commission. The poll took place in the absence of President Tebboune, who is hospitalized overseas and
widely suspected to have the COVID-19 illness. Tebboune himself took office after a December election
with a turnout of just under 40%, the lowest in a presidential vote since independence from France in 1962.
That followed months of Hirak protests calling for a full overhaul of Algeria’s ruling system.
The Hirak burst onto the streets with unprecedented mass rallies that toppled Tebboune’s predecessor
Bouteflika in April 2019. It had pressed on with months of mass demonstrations demanding deep-rooted
political reforms, until the coronavirus pandemic forced the suspension of rallies in March. Tebboune has
ostensibly reached out to the Hirak and officials have pitched the tweaked constitution as meeting the
movement’s demands — despite a string of arrests and court rulings against activists in the run-up to the
vote. (AFP 02.11)
8. ISRAEL LIFE SCIENCE NEWS
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8.1. Lavie Bio Announces Positive Results in its Bio-Fungicide Program
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Lavie Bio announced positive trial results for two of its leading bio-fungicide product candidates. The
successful results for LAV311 and LAV312, targeting bunch rot diseases, mark the advancement of these
candidates to “Development Stage 2”. These vineyard trials, conducted in target locations in Europe and
the U.S., resulted in significantly better efficacy and consistency than existing comparable commercial
biological benchmarks, and competitive to commercial chemical benchmarks, both tested as part of these
trials. The positive results will support Lavie Bio’s current plan to launch its first bio-fungicide product for
controlling bunch rots for use in fruit and vegetables in 2024.
Bunch rots are devastating diseases and the estimated annual expenditure on crop protection with existing
chemical solutions is in the $100s of millions. Lavie Bio’s bio-fungicide program addresses bunch rots
currently focused on vines with the aim to expand to other crops. The leading product candidates, LAV311
and LAV312 were developed based on the utilization of Lavie Bio’s BDD (Biology Driven Design) platform,
resulting in an optimized combination of live microbial strain, formulation and fermentation technologies.
The positive results were achieved in repeated vineyard trials during the years 2019 and 2020, representing
a variety of conditions, such as grape types, agriculture practices and climates. These trials showed that
vineyards treated with each of LAV311 and LAV312 demonstrated 60-70% reduction in crop damage due
to bunch rots in comparison to the control.
Rehovot's Lavie Bio, a subsidiary of Evogene, aims to improve food quality, sustainability and agriculture
productivity through the introduction of microbiome based ag-biological products. Lavie Bio utilizes a
proprietary computational predictive platform, harnessing the power of big data and advanced informatics,
for the discovery, optimization and development of bio-stimulants and bio-pesticides products. Evogene is
a leading computational biology company focused on revolutionizing product discovery and development
in multiple life-science based industries, including human health and agriculture, through the use of their
broadly applicable Computational Predictive Biology (CPB) platform. (Lavie Bio 29.10)
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8.2. Kitov Pharma Receives US Patent for its Anti-Cancer Drug Candidate
Kitov Pharma announced receipt of a Notice of Allowance from the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office
(USPTO) for a patent application entitled “Combinations of IRS/STAT3 Dual Modulators and Anti-Cancer
Agents for Treating Cancer”. The patent, which expires in 2036, covers Kitov’s NT219, a dual inhibitor,
novel small molecule targeting IRS1/2 and STAT3, important oncogenic drivers and major drug resistance
pathways in many hard-to-treat cancers.
The patent application covers the various combinations of NT219 with multiple 2nd and 3rd generation
EGFR inhibitors, including osimertinib (TAGRISSO®), a 3rd generation EGFR inhibitor approved in the
U.S. for first-line treatment of EGFR-mutated non-small-cell lung carcinoma (NSCLC). In in-vitro studies
using NSCLC cells with mutated EGFR (T790M), NT219 was shown to downregulate IRS1 and STAT3,
and to synergize with osimertinib in suppressing cell proliferation. In addition, in a preclinical PDX model
originated from osimertinib-resistant metastatic NSCLC, NT219 has demonstrated significant single-agent
activity, and the combination of NT219 with osimertinib resulted in a synergistic effect, showing strong and
statistically significant inhibition of tumor growth, compared to the use of osimertinib alone. These
encouraging results suggest a potentially promising therapeutic avenue for NT219 that Kitov intends to
explore in future clinical trials.
Tel Aviv's Kitov Pharma is a clinical-stage company focusing on advancing first-in-class therapies to
overcome tumor immune evasion and drug resistance, to create successful long-lasting treatments for
people with cancer. Kitov’s oncology pipeline includes NT219 and CM24. NT219 is a small molecule
targeting the novel cancer drug resistance pathways IRS1/2 and STAT3. Kitov is currently advancing
NT219 as a monotherapy treatment of advanced solid tumors and in combination with cetuximab for the
treatment of recurrent or metastatic squamous cell carcinoma of head and neck cancer (SCCHN) in a
Phase 1/2 study. (Kitov Pharma 27.10)
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8.3. Lantic & DouxMatok Offer Sugar Reduction Solution to the U.S. Food Industry
Montréal, Québec's Rogers Sugar and DouxMatok announced a strategic collaboration to deliver a unique
sugar reduction solution based on cane sugar, to food companies in North America. DouxMatok's solution,
which was validated in multiple consumer tests and professional panels, is expected to be available to the
food industry in the United States as of 2021. DouxMatok's solution is based on real cane sugar and,
therefore, has the same sensorial profile, taste and other functionalities as sugar. Its patented technology
works by maximizing the efficiency of sugar delivery to the sweet taste receptors, enhancing consumers'
perception of sweetness. This allows for considerable reduction in sugar content, while retaining the same
taste consumers know and love. The solution offers a wide range of applications, including: cookies, cakes,
confectionery and chocolate. DouxMatok's technology platform is backed by 24 granted patents and has
been developed for over six years by a leading multidisciplinary team of scientists.
Petah Tikva's DouxMatok is pioneering the development of efficient flavor delivery technologies while
improving the nutritional profile of food products. Patented through 24 granted patents, its sugar reduction
solution maximizes the efficiency of sugar delivery to the sweet taste receptors and enhances the
perception of sweetness, enabling substantial sugar reduction without compromising taste, mouthfeel, or
texture. (DouxMatok and Rogers Sugar 28.10)
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8.4. Nanox & Ambra Health Enable Image Access and Transfer with U.S. Hospitals
Nanox signed an agreement with New York's Ambra Health, a leading medical data and image
management cloud software company, to facilitate the transfer of medical images between U.S. hospitals
and medical imaging providers. Per the terms of the agreement, Ambra will serve as the enterprise image
exchange solution, integrated with planned U.S. Nanox.ARC system deployments via the Nanox.CLOUD
infrastructure, subject to approval of the Nanox.ARC system by the FDA.
The Ambra suite consolidates multiple imaging systems with one flexible, customizable, and low
maintenance cloud storage platform that lets medical imaging be accessed securely, anytime, anywhere.
Leading facilities use Ambra to connect directly to multiple modalities and imaging systems, creating a
unified source of imaging data that is accessible to providers and patients. The unification of imaging data
allows for significant daily workflow improvements, opportunities for new research and development, and
enhanced communication with patients in image-enabled patient and second opinion portals. Ambra's
network allows providers to seamlessly connect with innovative imaging partners like Nanox. Ambra has
over eight billion images under its management and is used in over 50 countries.
Neve Ilan's Nanox is developing a commercial-grade digital X-ray source designed to be used in real-world
medical imaging applications. Nanox believes that its novel technology could significantly reduce the costs
of medical imaging systems and plans to seek collaborations with world-leading healthcare organizations
and companies to provide affordable, early detection imaging service for all. (Nano-X Imaging 29.10)
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8.5. Nucleix’s Lung EpiCheck Liquid Biopsy Test Detects 85% of Early Stage Lung Cancers
Nucleix announced a publication showing its Lung EpiCheck test detected 85% of early stage lung cancers
among individuals at high risk for developing the disease based on their history of smoking. When focused
on increased sensitivity for a high-risk population of past and current smokers, Lung EpiCheck
demonstrated an overall sensitivity of 87% detection of lung cancer across all stages, 85% detection of
Stages I-IIIA non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) and 78% detection of Stage I NSCLC, each with a
specificity of 64%. The test also detected 100% of small cell lung cancer, a rapidly growing and deadly
cancer that is typically challenging to detect. When focused on increased specificity for a low-risk
population, Lung EpiCheck demonstrated overall specificity of 91% and sensitivity of 74%. Combining Lung
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EpiCheck with established risk factors improved the AUC, the ability to distinguish between patients with
and without disease, from 88% to 94%.
Lung EpiCheck is designed to provide a simple blood test to detect lung cancer at its earliest stages. The
test utilizes PCR-based technology for a low-cost analysis of subtle, disease-specific changes in DNA
methylation markers. Lung EpiCheck is being developed for potential use in individuals with a history of
smoking who are at high-risk of developing lung cancer, and do not comply with the guidelines for annual
screening with LDCT scans. The test is not yet commercially available.
Modi'in's Nucleix is a liquid biopsy company revolutionizing cancer treatment with earlier disease detection
at a time when intervention can bring the greatest impact for patients. Leveraging PCR-based epigenetics,
the Company’s pioneering testing approach uses methylation-based identification for early-stage and
recurring cancer detection. The Company’s non-invasive EpiCheck® platform delivers highly accurate and
sensitive results, all while providing a seamless testing option for patients and the healthcare system. The
Company is building an EpiCheck franchise, beginning with the Bladder EpiCheck testing kit, marketed in
Europe for bladder cancer recurrence. The Company is advancing a Lung EpiCheck test toward
commercialization for high-risk individuals, while advancing additional tests for high-risk diseases. (Nucleix
29.10)
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8.6. DiA Granted FDA Clearance for its Cardiac Ultrasound AI Auto Views Selection
DiA Imaging Analysis has received 510(k) clearance from the U.S. FDA for the commercial use of LVivo
Seamless for automatic view selection. LVivo Seamless algorithms automatically run "behind the scenes"
to select the optimal cardiac ultrasound views out of 40-60 views in standard echocardiogram exams.
Finding the right views in each echo exam is cumbersome and time-consuming. The ability to auto-select
views is a breakthrough in AI implementation and the value that it brings to the echocardiography workflow.
The cleared LVivo Seamless solution integrates with DiA's other LVivo cardiac auto analysis toolbox
products such as LVivo EF, an automated calculation of ejection fraction (EF) calculation, which is a main
indicator of global heart function. This enables clinicians to automatically obtain, for each echo-lab cardiac
exam, optimal views and automated measurements in a fast, accurate and objective way. All of DiA's
ultrasound AI solutions are cross-platform and vendor-neutral; therefore, they can run on images acquired
from any ultrasound device and can easily operate with any radiology image viewer.
Beer Sheva's DiA Imaging Analysis is a leading provider of AI-powered ultrasound analysis solutions that
make the use and analysis of ultrasound images smarter, faster and accessible to all. The company's
LVivo product line for cardiac and abdominal auto analysis allow clinicians with various levels of ultrasound
experience to use and analyze ultrasound images on their ultrasound devices or healthcare IT systems
with increased speed, efficiency and accuracy. (DiA Imaging Analysis 29.10)
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8.7. BENDIT Announces Successful Neuro-Interventional Procedure
BENDIT Technologies announced the successful results of the first in world, life-saving procedure, using
the BENDIT neuro microcatheter, in Sheba Medical Center, Israel. The BENDIT Steerable microcatheter
enables doctors to deliver treatment quickly and precisely where it is needed most. The team of doctors at
the Sheba Medical Center's Neuro-Interventional & Stroke Center performed the life-saving neurointerventional procedure on a 74 year-old man with a massive brain aneurysm, using the BENDIT steerable
device, which had never been used before on a patient anywhere in the world.
Petah Tikva's BENDIT Technologies is a medical device company developing breakthrough technologies
for steerable microcatheters, providing surgeons with 3D-controlled bending and navigation capabilities for
peripheral vascular, neurovascular and cardiology indications. The Company's patented technology
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reduces the complex catheterization procedure to a single step, and enables radial access to reduce patient
risk. BENDIT Technologies has already received FDA and CE Mark for the company's microcatheter with
an indication for peripheral use and will be submitting the BENDIT microcatheter for the neurovascular
indication in the near future. (Bendit 29.10)
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8.8. Nurami Medical Raises Up to $6 Million Round in Series B Funding
Haifa's Nurami Medical, which is developing a groundbreaking technology that facilitates post-surgical
healing of soft tissue healing, completed a fundraising round of up to $6 million. The financing will be used
to fund completion of the ongoing clinical trial for Nurami's first product, ArtiFascia, intended for healing and
repair of the dura following cranial neurosurgery, and to fund regulatory approval processes from the FDA
and the CE. The clinical trial will test ArtiFascia in 90 patients, of which 13 have already been implanted
with the ArtiFascia graft. ArtiFascia is a patented, synthetic dural graft that protects the brain after
neurosurgeries by boosting dura regeneration, while preventing cerebral-spinal fluid (CSF) leakage, to
protect both the brain itself and central nervous system.
Nurami Medical's technology is based on biodegradable, synthetic nanofibers with sealing properties for
soft tissue healing. The company is actively developing additional products for healing and regeneration
of soft tissues, which represents a $20 billion market. The funding round was led by Almeda Ventures, a
health-tech focused public R&D partnership. Nurami Medical was established in 2014. Nurami Medical
has previously raised $5 million from various investors and the Israel Innovation Authority. (Nurami Medical
02.11)
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8.9. Compugen TIGIT Inhibitor COM902 Receives Patent in China
Compugen announced that the China National Intellectual Property Administration (CNIPA) has granted
the Company a new patent covering the composition of matter of COM902, its immuno-oncology
therapeutic antibody targeting TIGIT. China Patent No. CN 110088132 B, titled "Anti-TIGIT Antibodies,
Anti-PVRIG Antibodies and Combinations Thereof," relates to the composition of matter of COM902, alone
or in combination with a second antibody targeting an immune checkpoint, including PD-1 and PVRIG
(specifically COM701). The patent further relates to the COM902 antibody composition for use in treating
cancer by activating T cells. This patent is expected to expire no earlier than August 2037 in the China.
This first patent issued in China expands the intellectual property protection for COM902 beyond the United
States and Europe where similar composition of matter and use patents have been granted. This patent,
as well as other patents the Company is pursuing for COM902, are part of Compugen's global intellectual
property and patent strategy across its innovative immuno-oncology pipeline. The discovery of TIGIT, using
the Company's computational discovery platform, was published by Compugen in October 2009 in the
Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences (PNAS).
Holon's Compugen is a clinical-stage therapeutic discovery and development company utilizing its broadly
applicable, predictive computational discovery platforms to identify novel drug targets and develop
therapeutics in the field of cancer immunotherapy. The Company's lead product candidate, COM701, a
first-in-class anti-PVRIG antibody, for the treatment of solid tumors, is undergoing a Phase 1 clinical study.
In addition, COM902, Compugen's antibody targeting TIGIT, is in a Phase 1 clinical study. The Company's
therapeutic pipeline also includes early stage immuno-oncology programs focused largely on myeloid
targets. (Compugen 02.11)
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8.10.

Evogene Closes $12 Million Registered Direct Offering

Evogene closed the previously announced registered direct offering pursuant to which the company entered
into a definitive securities purchase agreement with an existing institutional shareholder and certain Israeli
institutional investors, providing for the issuance of an aggregate of (i) 3.92 million ordinary shares at a
purchase price of $2.50 per share, and (ii) 883,534 pre-funded warrants each to purchase one ordinary
share (“Pre-Funded Warrants”). The Pre-Funded Warrants were sold at a price of $2.49 each, with an
exercise price of $0.01 per ordinary share. The Pre-Funded Warrants are exercisable at any time after the
date of issuance upon payment of the exercise price. Cantor Fitzgerald & Co. acted as placement agent
in the offering.
Rehovot's Evogene is a leading computational biology company focused on revolutionizing product
discovery and development in multiple life-science based industries, including human health and
agriculture, through the use of its broadly applicable Computational Predictive Biology (CPB) platform. The
CPB platform, incorporating a deep understanding of biology leveraged through the power of Big Data and
Artificial Intelligence, has been designed to computationally discover and uniquely guide the development
of life-science products based on microbes, small molecules and genetic elements. Utilizing the CPB
platform, Evogene and its subsidiaries are now advancing product pipelines for human microbiome-based
therapeutics through Biomica, medical cannabis through Canonic, ag-biologicals through Lavie Bio, agchemicals through AgPlenus and ag-solutions for castor oil production through Casterra. (Evogene 04.11)
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8.11.

Meat-Tech 3D Announces Successful $7 Million Funding Round

Meat-Tech 3D has closed a fund raising round of $7 million. The investment round was led by institutional
investors Psagot Provident and Pension Funds, included the Mor investment house as well as private
investors.
Ness Ziona's Meat-Tech 3D is a research and development company aiming to develop commercial and
sustainable technologies to manufacture alternative proteins with no need for animal slaughter. Meat-Tech
is developing a unique, proprietary bioprinter to deposit layers of cells (including stem cells and
differentiated stem cells), scaffolding, and cell nutrients in a three-dimensional form of structured cultured
meat, often called "clean meat" or "cultured meat." (Meat-Tech 3D 03.11)
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8.12.

Limaca Medical Raises $1.25 Million to Enhance Precision Medicine

Misgav's Limaca Medical has closed $1.25 million of a $1.5 million round to complete first-in-human (FIH)
procedures, post-market clinical studies, and obtain regulatory approvals. Limaca has raised $1.25 million
from Trendlines, Agriline and a private investor.
The Precision biopsy device developed by Limaca deploys an automated revolving needle to acquire highquality core tissue for histopathology and advanced genetic profiling. The Precision device makes it
possible to acquire biopsy tissue samples at ten time's greater procedural efficiency with less trauma than
today's endoscopic standard of care for greater diagnostic accuracy and patient-specific treatment to
achieve better clinical outcomes.
Limaca's initial market is biopsy sampling for pancreatic cancer, an $850 million opportunity. Current
methods used for sampling of this deadly cancer are outdated and provide poor tissue samples, frequently
requiring a second biopsy procedure to acquire more tissue for diagnostic testing. Additional markets for
Precision, which are estimated at over $400 million, address biopsy sampling for the diagnosis of lung
cancer, liver biopsy, lymphoma, and other cancers where endoscopic biopsy is feasible and subcutaneous
tissue sampling is difficult. (Limaca Medical 10.11)
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8.13.

OutSense Raises $2.2 Million for Device That Tests Human Waste for Health Risks

OutSense aims to use computer vision to “transform human waste into lifesaving medical insights” through
a simple IoT attachment that clips to the side of a standard toilet bowl. The company announced it has
raised $2.2 million from Peregrine Ventures, an early stage VC firm focused on life sciences. The series A
round will allow OutSense to bring the technology closer to market and further develop what it calls the
world’s “first and largest database of human waste.”
The OutSense device has a multi-spectral optical sensor, an illumination module, and an autonomous
controller with a Wi-Fi receiver. This ensures captured data is automatically transferred to the cloud, where
OutSense carries out real-time analysis and delivers insights to a device belonging to the end user or
directly to the health care provider. If OutSense’s system detects any abnormality, it issues notifications to
trigger further analysis and treatment.
OutSense’s technology is targeted at people who have existing conditions or are in demographics that may
be more prone to specific diseases, such as the elderly. OutSense’s initial clinical focus is on screening
for hidden blood in the stool, which can be an early indicator of colorectal cancer (CRC). OutSense is
claiming to be the first company to demonstrate that blood in the stool can be effectively monitored in a
standard toilet bowl, rather than by sending samples to a lab.
Or Yehuda's OutSense was founded in 2016 and emerged from Israel’s Incentive Incubator, which is owned
and operated by Peregrine Ventures, in conjunction with the governmental body Israel Innovation Authority.
The company has had to build its database from scratch through clinical trials in its labs and collaborations
with local hospitals, a process that is ongoing through its various pilot programs. This has been essential
to developing its proprietary computer vision and AI backbone, which is capable of recognizing telltale signs
of medical conditions. With another $2.2 million in the bank, the company will also finalize the design of its
clip-on toilet sensor. In 2021, it’s planning to start the approval process with a number of regulatory bodies,
including the U.S. FDA. (OutSense 09.11)
9. ISRAEL PRODUCT & TECHNOLOGY NEWS
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9.1. ScoutCam Receives US Patent Notice of Allowance for its Top Camera Technology
ScoutCam received a patent notice of allowance by the United States Patent and Trademark Office,
covering, among other things, the Company's innovative design of Printed Circuit Boards (PCBs), which is
included in the camera head. This technology covered by the notice would enable the Company to design
and manufacture smaller scale cameras than its competitors per given sensor. ScoutCam used this
technology for the design of its second-generation camera for NASA, which was used in-orbit during its
third Robotic Refueling Mission (RRM3) in October 2020.
The unique technology enabled the Company to be selected at the United States Government's
international tender bid for the design and production of this camera. In addition to its miniature size, the
versatile micro ScoutCam 8.0 HD camera features state of the art customizable optics and noteworthy
image quality. Furthermore, the ability to down scale the camera's diameter carries distinct benefits in the
medical device context, in which minimizing an object upon entry into the body - in this case the camera provides a vital advantage. ScoutCam intends to use this technology to further develop and sell cameras
to medical device manufacturers, especially for disposable endoscopes – a market that conducts
approximately 75 million endoscopies each year in the USA alone – as well as for minimally invasive
surgical endoscopic procedures that afford even higher margins.1
Omer's ScoutCam is a leading provider of customized visual solutions for organizations across a variety of
industries in the form of highly resistant micro cameras and supplementary technologies. ScoutCam
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devices are used across the medical, aerospace, industrial, research and defense industries. (Scoutcam
28.10)
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9.2. Gilat Successfully Demonstrates Carrying 5G Traffic over Thaicom's GEO HTS Satellite
Gilat Satellite Networks successfully demonstrated carrying 5G traffic with outstanding performance over
Thaicom's GEO HTS satellite. With this successful demonstration, Gilat's cellular backhaul solution is
declared operational and ready for implementation in the 5G architecture. Superior user experience was
recorded using Gilat's Capricorn PLUS VSAT in the live demonstrations last month with two MNOs over
Thaicom's IPSTAR GEO satellite. Using a 5G handset, a large number of applications including: Browsing,
Speedtest, Youtube 4K, VoLTE, ViLTE, Virtual Reality, Augmented Reality and even communication with
a drone providing a live video stream, were tested with excellent results. The tests were done with a number
of 5G architecture options, including Standalone (SA) and Non-Standalone (NSA), using Gilat's Capricorn
PLUS with adaptation of its patented GTP acceleration, reaching speeds of 400 Mbps download and 100
Mbps upload and at times showing results better than the terrestrial connection.
Petah Tikva's Gilat Satellite Networks is a leading global provider of satellite-based broadband
communications. With 30 years of experience, we design and manufacture cutting-edge ground segment
equipment, and provide comprehensive solutions and end-to-end services, powered by their innovative
technology. Delivering high value competitive solutions, our portfolio comprises of a cloud based VSAT
network platform, high-speed modems, high performance on-the-move antennas and high efficiency, high
power Solid State Amplifiers (SSPA) and Block Upconverters (BUC). (Gilat Satellite Networks 29.10)
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9.3. MEO Launches Cybersecurity Service for Mobile Subscribers, Powered by Allot
Allot announced that MEO, a brand of Altice Portugal, the country’s largest fixed broadband and mobile
service provider, has launched MEO Net Segura, network-based zero-touch, clientless cybersecurity and
parental controls services, powered by Allot NetworkSecure. The network-based MEO offering protects
consumers against cybersecurity threats, including malware, phishing, ransomware and cryptomining,
while also providing configurable parental controls that ensure kids view only appropriate content. These
services are provided from within the MEO network, which enables a zero-touch approach, requiring no
download or configuration by the subscribers.
To complement NetworkSecure, the Allot EndpointSecure solution potentially provides MEO the capability
to provide cybersecurity protection to customers even when they are off the MEO network. MEO can also
use the Allot solutions to provide cybersecurity services to their SMB customers. On top of anti-malware
protection, the new services provide consumers with MEO branded activity reports and real-time security
alerts. These notifications offer an additional customer touch point to strengthen brand loyalty. Protecting
more than 20 million subscribers globally, Allot reports that other telecom customers have achieved
adoption rates of up to 50% with zero-touch network-based subscriber services based on NetworkSecure,
and enhanced by Allot consumer marketing services.
Hod HaSharon's Allot is a provider of leading innovative network intelligence and security solutions for
service providers and enterprises worldwide, enhancing value to their customers. Their solutions are
deployed globally for network and application analytics, traffic control and shaping, network-based security
services, and more. (Allot 29.10)
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9.4. Varada Named a ‘Cool Vendor in Data Management’ by Gartner
Varada has been recognized in the Cool Vendors in Data Management report by Gartner. The Varada
Data Platform offers a new standard in data virtualization. It eliminates data silos and the resulting strain
on data ops teams with its smart indexing technology and machine-learning-powered automation tools that
optimize for each query workload’s unique budget and performance requirements. Varada brings order to
wild, unpredictable and economically unsustainable swings in query infrastructure costs while dramatically
boosting query performance.
Varada addresses the problem that each query has different tradeoffs between price and business
requirements. Because accelerating every query to its maximum extent imposes unsustainable
infrastructure costs, data ops teams struggle with prioritizing queries so that each meets its unique price
versus performance requirements. Varada offers powerful platform capabilities allowing data architects to
define each query’s priorities and budget. Based on advanced ML-engines, Varada then handles all data
ops related to optimization and workload governance. Even without the input of data architects, Varada
continuously monitors queries to identify heavy users, hotspots, bottlenecks and more to deliver actionable
insights on how queries perform.
Ramat Gan's Varada's mission is to enable data practitioners to go beyond the traditional limitations
imposed by data infrastructure and instead zero in on the data and answers they need - with complete
control over performance, cost and flexibility. In Varada's world of big data, every query can find its optimal
plan, with no prior preparation and no bottlenecks, providing consistent performance at a petabyte scale.
(Varada 29.10)
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9.5. AI21 Labs Comes Out of Stealth & Launches First Deep-Tech Writing Assistant
AI21 Labs has officially come out from stealth to launch its first product, Wordtune, the first AI-based writing
companion that understands context and meaning. Unlike other writing assistants in the market today that
correct grammar and spelling, Wordtune is the only product built with deep-AI that captures thoughts, and
offers ways to translate them into quality text, so that the writing is authentic, clear and compelling.
AI21 Labs is focused on fundamentally changing how humans read and write, a process that has long been
unchanged. While promising technology exists today to correct grammar and improve sentence structure,
these solutions address only parts of the writing challenge and are difficult to master and tame. Wordtune
leverages advanced AI tools and language models to understand the context and semantics of written text.
Wordtune offers users more than one way to get the words just right. Users highlight text and Wordtune
offers suggestions for editing. Users simply select the tune that meets their intention, and then choose to
either completely rewrite sentences, make them more casual, more formal, shorter, or longer. Far beyond
grammar and spelling fixes, Wordtune is a writing companion powered by AI technology breakthroughs.
Tel Aviv's AI21 Labs was formed by AI luminaries and veterans of the elite technology unit of Israel’s IDF,
with the mission of building AI systems with an unprecedented capacity to understand and generate natural
language. The company’s first product, Wordtune, is the first AI-based writing companion that understands
context and meaning. (AI21 27.10)
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9.6. Ermetic Introduces Full Stack Identity Governance for Cloud Infrastructures
Ermetic announced the market’s first platform that provides full stack visibility and control over multi-cloud
infrastructure entitlements. By analyzing identity and access management (IAM) policies as well as the
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configuration of network, storage and secrets assets, Ermetic eliminates attack surface blind spots and
enables organizations to enforce least privilege across their entire cloud infrastructure.
To help security and cloud operations teams reduce their attack surface, Ermetic combines a holistic view
of both network access and IAM policy entitlements to comprehensively assess risks. By monitoring and
visualizing both network configurations and identity access policies Ermetic provides the context needed to
correctly assess the risk of over privileged and risky entitlements.
To enable organizations to “shift left” and integrate cloud infrastructure entitlements management (CIEM)
into their existing workflows and processes, Ermetic has introduced a policy wizard that automates policy
administration and risk remediation. These new capabilities enable Dev, DevOps and Security teams to
review and authorize policy changes in a few short steps, and implement them via cloud provider APIs with
the push of a button. Meanwhile, new infrastructure as code (IaC) templates for Terraform (Hashicorp) and
Cloud Formation enable policy changes to be made through existing CI/CD pipelines. In addition, a
RestAPI enables the sharing of policies and data from Ermetic with enterprise platforms including ticketing
systems, SIEM, and more.
Tel Aviv's Ermetic enables enterprises to protect cloud infrastructures (IaaS/PaaS) by governing identities,
access entitlements and enforcing least privilege at scale. Through the continuous analysis of entitlements
and activity, Ermetic provides full-stack visibility into the effectiveness and risks of policies attached to
human and machine identities for accessing compute resources, data stores and the network. (Ermetic
04.11)
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9.7. Foresight Integrates NVIDIA Platforms for Use in Autonomous Machines
Foresight Autonomous Holdings has completed integration of its QuadSight software on the NVIDIA Jetson
AGX Xavier platform, suitable for shuttles, agriculture, heavy equipment machines and more. Moreover,
Foresight is now part of NVIDIA Inception, an acceleration platform that offers go-to-market support,
expertise, and technology assistance to artificial intelligence (AI) and data science startups transforming
industries using NVIDIA graphics processing unit (GPU) accelerated solutions. Foresight also continues
its software integration efforts with the NVIDIA DRIVE platform to help accelerate development of
autonomous vehicles (AVs).
The NVIDIA Jetson AGX Xavier platform enables Foresight to run its stereoscopic obstacle detection
software, composed of both a visible-light and an infrared channel, designed to provide accurate information
about any object in harsh weather and lighting conditions. The NVIDIA platform also allows Foresight to
perform fusion between the visible-light and infrared channels, generating an accurate depth map while
reducing false alerts. Jetson AGX Xavier offers outstanding AI capabilities with big workstation
performance in a small form factor (32 trillion operations per second at 30 watts), making it ideal for
autonomous machines such as industrial and heavy equipment vehicles.
Foresight also uses NVIDIA DRIVE, an open and scalable AV hardware and software platform that spans
from the cloud to the car and back. This end-to-end software-defined AI solution allows Foresight to further
develop its technology for passenger vehicles and offer enhanced perception, localization and 3D mapping
capabilities that are key for safe autonomous and highly automated driving.
Ness Ziona's Foresight Autonomous Holdings, founded in 2015, is a technology company engaged in the
design, development and commercialization of sensors systems for the automotive industry. Through the
company’s wholly owned subsidiaries, Foresight Automotive and Eye-Net Mobile, Foresight develops both
“in-line-of-sight” vision systems and “beyond-line-of-sight” cellular-based applications. Foresight’s vision
sensor is a four-camera system based on 3D video analysis, advanced algorithms for image processing,
and sensor fusion. Eye-Net Mobile’s cellular-based application is a V2X (vehicle-to-everything) accident
prevention solution based on real-time spatial analysis of clients’ movement. (Foresight 04.11)
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9.8. Vulcan Cyber Launches Remedy Cloud - Free Access to Vulnerability Fixes
Vulcan Cyber announced Vulcan Remedy Cloud, a free service built on the world's largest database of
curated remedies for thousands of security vulnerabilities. By sharing the Remedy Cloud library of fixes
with the global vulnerability management community, Vulcan Cyber provides a powerful tool that
streamlines the work of remediation by helping security and IT teams more effectively coordinate
remediation campaigns. In related news, Vulcan Cyber today announced Vulcan remediation analytics,
which adds powerful business intelligence capabilities to its remediation orchestration platform.
Remedy Cloud is a standalone, free version of the Vulcan remediation intelligence capabilities already
offered through the Vulcan remediation orchestration platform. This remediation intelligence is the missing
link for any "found-to-fixed" remediation workflow. Vulcan remedies include the right patches, the best
configuration scripts, and even workarounds and compensating controls to help security and IT operations
teams quickly tackle the most difficult vulnerabilities. Vulcan remediation intelligence adds enterprise-scale
remediation solutions designed to facilitate more collaborative and efficient remediation by integrating
remedies with vulnerability scan, prioritization, patch and configuration management tools. Vulcan Cyber
is helping to accelerate the industry's move from passive vulnerability management to active vulnerability
remediation and automated cyber hygiene.
Tel Aviv's Vulcan Cyber has developed the industry's first vulnerability remediation orchestration platform,
built to help cybersecurity and IT operations teams to collaborate and "get fix done." The Vulcan platform
orchestrates the remediation lifecycle from found to fix by prioritizing vulnerabilities, curating and delivering
the best remedies, and automating processes and fixes through the last mile of remediation. Vulcan
transforms vulnerability management from find to fix by making it possible to remediate vulnerabilities at
scale. (Vulcan Cyber 04.11)
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9.9. Cato Automates Threat Intelligence Feed Assessment, Eliminating False Positives
Cato Networks announced the first purpose-built reputation assessment system to combine threat
intelligence and real-time network information, practically eliminating the false positive (FP) alerts that have
long crippled IPS solutions. The system's unique algorithmic crowdsourcing technology continuously
processes millions of reputation records and automatically updates Cato Cloud, delivering enterprises upto-date protection without any overhead or intervention.
Cato's reputation assessment system eliminates false positives in threat intelligence feeds by leveraging
the convergence of security and networking information in its SASE platform. Cato ingests more than 5
million IoCs from nearly 200 open source and commercial threat intelligence sources. IoCs are then scored,
and false positives are identified and eliminated using real-time network intelligence gathered by machinelearning models mining Cato's comprehensive data warehouse of SASE flow metadata.
Tel Aviv's Cato is the world's first SASE platform, converging SD-WAN and network security into a global,
cloud-native service. Cato optimizes and secures application access for all users and locations. Using
Cato, customers easily migrate from MPLS to SD-WAN, optimize connectivity to on-premises and cloud
applications, enable secure branch internet access everywhere, seamlessly integrate cloud datacenters
into the network, and connect mobile users with Cato SDP all with a zero-trust architecture. (Cato Networks
03.11)
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9.10.

CyberArk Launches AI-Powered Service to Remove Excessive Cloud Permissions

CyberArk announced CyberArk Cloud Entitlements Manager, the industry’s first privilege-based, artificial
intelligence-powered service designed to strengthen the security of cloud environments. Through
continuous monitoring of cloud access, CyberArk enforces least privilege by identifying and removing
excessive cloud permissions that can leave organizations vulnerable – significantly reducing risk and
improving overall visibility and security.
CyberArk Cloud Entitlements Manager is a key component of CyberArk’s Identity Security strategy that
starts with Zero Trust and uses artificial intelligence to understand context and intent in order to properly
assess risk and take appropriate actions. Because all identities can become privileged under certain
conditions, traditional approaches to managing and securing identities have become obsolete. This is
especially true in the cloud where identities and their permissions are constantly being added or changed.
It’s critical for organizations to have a consistent strategy for protecting access by a range of human,
application and machine identities, and the services they consume. In under an hour, CyberArk Cloud
Entitlements Manager can be configured, provide an assessment of exposure levels and deploy granular
remediation – quickly delivering exceptional customer value. The cloud agnostic service continuously
detects hidden, misconfigured and unused cloud permissions – improving security by providing a consistent
approach to cloud least privilege.
Petah Tikva's CyberArk is the global leader in privileged access management, a critical layer of IT security
to protect data, infrastructure and assets across cloud and hybrid environments and throughout the DevOps
pipeline. CyberArk delivers the industry’s most complete solution to reduce risk created by privileged
credentials and secrets. (CyberArk 09.11)
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9.11.

Sensil BodyFresh Fabrics from NILIT Proven to Reduce Viral Activity on Contact

NILIT has received confirmation from Microbe Investigations AG (MIS), a microbiological testing services
lab, that fabric made with Sensil BodyFresh demonstrated a 99.85% reduction in viral activity when tested
according to ISO 18184:2019 criteria against Betacoronavirus 1 (OC43), an enveloped, positive-sense,
single-stranded RNA virus. The additive embedded in the Sensil BodyFresh yarn provides long-lasting
protection that does not deteriorate with laundering, indicating that the additive is not washed out of the
fabric.
Sensil BodyFresh is currently used by leading apparel brands across all segments such as intimates and
underwear, base layer, active wear and legwear. By inhibiting microbial growth, fabrics stay fresher longer
and require fewer launderings. The benefits are built in to the yarn and do not wash out or wear off for the
life of the fabric, providing sustainable protection that doesn’t pollute waterways. In addition to providing
these proven antimicrobial benefits, Sensil BodyFresh is responsibly made at NILIT’s water- and energyoptimized facilities and meets NILIT’s Total Product Sustainability guidelines for long-lasting, high quality
products made with respect for the planet and people.
Migdal HaEmek's NILIT has the broadest portfolio of sustainable Sensil premium Nylon products that
address water preservation, energy use reduction, pollution elimination, biodegradability and increased use
of recycled inputs. NILIT is committed to providing the industry leadership and the products that help the
apparel world use more sustainable fabrics in more responsible ways. (NILIT 05.11)
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9.12.

SafeRide Launches vInsight - a Deep-Learning Vehicle Health Platform

SafeRide Technologies unveiled vInsight - an AI-based VHM development platform for OEMs, Tier 1
suppliers, aftermarket telematics vendors and fleets. The vInsight platform includes a VHM development
tool and inference engines targeted for in-vehicle and remote AI-based vehicle health monitoring. vInsight
Developer is a tool that enables customers to develop, train, optimize, test, and deploy state-of-the-art deep
learning algorithms for VHM using a rich library of production grade models and design templates for major
vehicle systems such as engine, transmission, emission, braking, battery management and more. vInsight
Developer can generate compressed and optimized models for embedded deployment onboard vehicles.
vInsight Edge is an embedded VHM runtime engine that is designed for gateway modules, domain
controllers, and telematics modules. vInsight Cloud is a VHM runtime engine that supports legacy vehicles
and aftermarket deployment. These runtime engines enable real-time inferencing using the trained VHM
algorithms created by vInsight Developer. vInsight uses SafeRide's award winning unsupervised and selfsupervised deep learning technology. While other AI-based solutions learn from labeled data sets with
abnormal health conditions, vInsight can learn from unlabeled data sets with only normal health conditions.
This dramatically simplifies the data collection and training processes and enables VHM applications that
were not possible before.
Tel Aviv's SafeRide Technologies is a leading provider of AI-based vehicle health management, data
analytics, and cybersecurity solutions that provide timely vehicle insights to automakers and fleet owners
and help them reduce warranty costs, limit recalls, minimize vehicle downtime, lower total cost of ownership,
optimize vehicle performance, and prevent reputation loss. (SafeRide Technologies 10.11)
10. ISRAEL ECONOMIC STATISTICS
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10.1.

The Composite State of the Economy Index for September 2020 Increased by 0.1%

The Bank of Israel's Composite State of the Economy Index for September increased by 0.13%, signaling
a slight increase in economic activity during the third quarter of 2020 until the start of the second lockdown.
The increase in the index for September reflects increases in the components reported for August–
September. Since most of the data used in building the index are obtained with a lag, the index for
September still does not reflect the change in economic activity due to the start of the second lockdown on
17 September. The only figure reported thus far that declined in September is the job vacancy rate.
A revision of the data for previous months shows that economic activity in May–June was greater than
previously reported, and that in the third quarter as a whole, there was a slight increase in activity. These
revisions are due to the Central Bureau of Statistics’ gradual return to calculating seasonally adjusted data
for most series. In view of the uniqueness of the crisis and the resulting measurement difficulties, the
intensity of the changes in the Index should not be used as an indicator of the precise intensity of changes
in economic activity, and particularly not regarding the relative intensity between various months. (BoI
28.10)
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10.2.

Israeli Startups Raised Nearly $800 Million in October 2020

Israeli tech companies, which raised a record $8.3 billion in 2019, have already raised over $8.8 billion in
the first 10 months of 2020, despite the COVID-19 crisis. Israeli startups raised nearly $800 million in
October, according to Start-Up Nation Central (SNC). The figure may be more as some companies prefer
to remain in stealth and sometimes do not publicize the investments they have received. October's high
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figure follows the record one-month raise of over $1.1 billion in September by Israeli startups, which was
the first time that more than $1 billion was raised in a single month.
Israeli tech companies raised $8 billion in the first nine months of 2020, according to IVC-ZAG, nearly
equaling the record $8.3 billion raised in 2019, which easily surpassed the record $6.4 billion raised by
Israeli tech companies in 2018, and $5.24 billion in 2017, 2020 began strongly with $5.25 billion raised in
the first half of 2020. October's haul of nearly $800 million raised by startups already surpasses last year's
record amount, despite the Covid-19 crisis. In some instances, financing rounds by tech companies that
facilitate remote working and healthcare and cybersecurity, have been boosted rather than hampered by
the pandemic.
A small handful of companies raised most of the money - nearly $500 million - in October. B2B fintech
company Tipalti led the way last month raising $150 million and digital intelligence company SimilarWeb
raised $120 million. Machine monitoring company Augury raised $55 million, code risk developer apiiro
raised $35 million, visual assistance company TechSee raised $30 million, product discovery company Syte
raised $30 million, enterprise AI software company BlackSwan raised $28 million, SaaS co Salto Labs
raised $27 million, and cybersecurity company Toka raised $20 million. (Globes 01.11)
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10.3.

Israel's Foreign Exchange Reserves in October 2020

Israel’s foreign exchange reserves at the end of October 2020 stood at $160.749 billion, an increase of
$165 million from their level at the end of the previous month. The reserves represent 40.4% of GDP. The
increase was the result of foreign exchange purchases by the Bank of Israel totaling $531 million, as well
as government transfers from abroad totaling approximately $624 million. In contrast, the increase was
partly offset by a revaluation that decreased the reserves by approximately $823 million and private sector
transfers of approximately $167 million. (BoI 05.11)
11. IN DEPTH
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11.1.

ISRAEL: Israel Not Ready For Climate Change Challenges

Rina Bassist reported in Al-Monitor on 28 October that Israel is increasing its goals for the use of renewable
energies, but the Ministry for Environmental Protection says it is nowhere near enough.
Israel’s Cabinet decided on 25 October to increase the production of electricity from renewable resources
by 13% by the year 2030. The Cabinet adopted a proposal put up by the Ministry of Energy for increasing
the share of renewable energies from 17% to 30%, rejecting demands by the Ministry for Environmental
Protection to set the 2030 goal at 40%.
Energy Minister Yuval Steinitz predicted that the transition to cleaner energies could save the economy
more than $2 billion annually. He described the new 30% goal as "ambitious and a real revolution," noting
that the remaining 70% of Israel’s energy needs will need to be met by natural gas. As a reminder, Israel
had discovered some 10 years ago enormous reserves of natural gas, off the country’s Mediterranean
coast.
Sources within the Ministry of Environmental Protection expressed disappointment over the decision. For
them, the goal is much too low. They also say natural gas plants are certainly less polluting than coalproduced electricity, but are still considered dangerous for the environment.
Before the government debate, David Yahalomi, director general of the Ministry of Environmental
Protection, sent a letter to the Ministry of Energy, encouraging it to aim much higher. "The new goal you
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have set of generating by 2030 30% of Israel’s electricity from renewable energy is certainly an
improvement compared with the current goal, but does not reflect the optimized potential for the country.
We are proposing to set the goal at 40%, in a way that will exploit the enormous potential of producing solar
energies in constructed areas. Led by OECD [Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development]
countries, the world is in the midst of a strategic transformation toward an electricity market based on
renewable energies. The world is moving from fossil fuel-based, polluting economies, to clean energies,"
wrote Yahalomi.
Yahalomi also wrote that such a decision would send the wrong signal to investors in the energy industry,
as if energy development in the coming decade would focus on fossil fuels. "Insisting to promote the
production of thousands of new fossil megawatts — contrary to any economic or environmental logic —
would damage the development of a renewable energy market," Yahalomi warned.
The environmental lobby Adam Teva V’Din said after the decision, "Increasing the goals now is too little
too late. Setting up a framework of 70% gas would be regrettable for many generations to come. In
addition, we must do much more to save electricity by striving for energy efficiency."
The Cabinet’s decision on the 2030 goals came only days after the publication of a State Comptroller report
that touched on this subject. "The state of Israel committed — in the framework of international agreements
— to participate in the global efforts set in the UN treaty on climate change. Among other things, Israel
committed to energy efficiency. For that, the state adopted a legislation, approved regulations and
advanced several operative decisions, including quite substantial budgets. Still, despite these efforts, Israel
failed to meet the goals it had set. In 2020, the rate of energy efficiency was less than half of the declared
goal," wrote the State Comptroller. He also noted that on energy efficiency, the state did not fix any
intermediate goals, did not establish indexes for controlling advancement or indexes on reaching the goals.
The report further noted that the authorities did not meet the goals of shifting 20% of private traffic toward
public in order to reduce the CO2 emission.
On the positive side, the report said that some decrease in coal-produced electricity was noted, due to
increased use of natural gas, and that the 15 big cities are making efforts to promote clean housing, which
are more efficient in energy use and constructed out of materials that are more environmentally friendly.
The decision adopted on 25 October was not all negative in the eyes of the green groups. Constructive
measures included the establishment of a special loan fund that would encourage the establishment of
renewable energy production and storage plants. These existing plants — especially solar panel sites —
would see their tax benefits prolonged. The state would also refuse any demands from private
entrepreneurs to construct new gas-based electricity plants.
Professor Adi Wolfson of the Shamoon College of Engineering specializes in sustainability and is also an
environmentalist. He warns that Israel is not preparing itself to face the climate crisis. "The report by the
State Comptroller is just the tip of the iceberg. The bigger picture is much scarier. It is as if Israel does not
believe there is really a climate crisis. There are no real indexes. No real goals. No real actions," he told
Al-Monitor. Wolfson said that the goals set up by Israel in the framework of the Paris Climate Agreement
of 2015 — already low compared to other OECD countries — were not achieved. Not on reducing CO2
emissions, not on energy efficiency, not on shifting toward public transportation and not on increasing the
use of renewable energies.
Wolfson explained that combatting against CO2 emission is one thing, but there is much more to that. Israel
is located on the seashore, between a Mediterranean climate and a desert climate, which makes it
vulnerable to climate changes on different levels. We could soon see huge fires, like in Australia, tsunami
waves coming from the west or flooding. The level of the sea could rise.
After the Paris agreement, Sinaia Netanyahu, an internationally renowned scientist, defined five operative
targets and prepared detailed action plans for the different government ministries to move things ahead
and be ready for climate change-driven natural disasters. Her plans refer among other things to Israel’s
water sector, preparedness in energy production, prevention of forest fires and so on. But as is the case
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often in Israel, the climate change directorate is not really functioning and budgets are not really allocated,
or allocated but not used.
Preparedness on the official, state level seems to be lagging behind, but there are many Israeli civil society
groups, research teams, start-ups and companies that are moving full speed ahead. On 23 October, the
Jerusalem Press Club presented its first ever 24-hour online conference on climate, focusing on Israel's
latest technologies in the fields of energy, food and agriculture. The successful conference revealed some
of the country’s latest positive climate contributions and innovations promoting the UN's Sustainable
Development Goals. Together with the Foreign Ministry, they put together an impressive program, including
quite a lot of companies and research teams that are working in the field of renewable energies. To mention
just some of the interlocutors: Israel’s technology Institute in Haifa the Technion; H2 Energy Now group,
which offers storage solutions for renewable energies; EnergiyaGlobal, which specializes in affordable solar
projects; and Juganu which has developed Smart LED Lighting. The Jerusalem Press Club believes that
many solutions to climate change and growing need of renewable energies could actually be found in
laboratories in Israel. (Al-Moitor 28.10)
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11.2.

ISRAEL: Israeli Venture Capital Broke New Records in Third Quarter

After finishing a second national lockdown, amidst weeks of protests against the government and with
borders largely closed to foreigners, you could safely say that these are not ‘normal’ days for Israeli startups
or the Israeli economy.
With that said, Israeli Venture Capital funding broke a new record in Q3/20, according to an IVC report. In
September alone, Israeli startups raised $1.2 billion. As a whole, it looks like Israel is headed for another
record breaking year. In the first 3 quarters of 2020, Israeli startups raised $7.5 billion, close to the amount
that was raised in the whole of 2019 ($7.9 billion) which was a record year.

Q3 2020 venture funding in Israel broke new records
Much of the growth in funding is attributed to later stage rounds (Next Insurance $250 Million, Snyk $200
Million, Gong.io $200 Million, Redis Labs $100 Million, etc.).
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Is there a “Seed Crunch”?
The median seed round size dropped significantly, by 80% in Q3/20, from approximately $1 Million in 20162019 levels, to $0.15 Million in Q3/20 driven big a big drop in angels and VCs participating in early stage
deals. While this can simply be the nature of lagging reporting on funding rounds that took place, the
numbers show a reduction of 50% or so in the number of angel investors and VC funds took who invested
in seed in Q1 - Q3 2020 compared to 2018-2019.

Seed Investments in Israel
Anecdotally, we see a lot of activity in seed and pre-seed financing at Remagine Ventures, with sizeable
deals closing very quickly. However, it’s clear that there’s potentially a sense of risk averseness to invest
in a risky asset class in the middle of a pandemic and looming financial crisis.
There are other potential explanations:


Large funding rounds grab the headlines and smaller rounds don’t get reported. In Israel, at
least two startups Melio and Salto (coincidentally both Bessemer portfolio companies) chose to
stay stealthy and reported multiple raises of $144 Million and $27 Million respectively) much after
the fact.



Lagging indicator – Seed is effectively being split to:
Pre-seed rounds (typically in the form of a Safe note by angels or pre-seed funds) – these
sort of rounds have become harder to raise as angels are less active. They also get very
little publicity as they are often too small to report.
Seed rounds raised by strong teams (usually serial founders) can be raised earlier and the
rounds became larger ($4 Million - $15 Million) but don’t get reported right away as the
founders prefer to wait with PR until the product is ready.

o
o



Less companies are being created – according to startup nation central, 168 companies were
founded so far in 2020, compared to 461 in 2019 (a 65% decline).

Silver Linings
It’s good to remember that some of the most successful companies were started in recessions and the
pandemic, with all of its negativity, has also created opportunities for startups, by accelerating digital
adoption and changing consumer habits. Not to mention the availability of talent, the smart phone
penetration and improved infrastructure which can accelerate things like cloud gaming or AR/VR. The
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cliché remains true – there’s never been a better time to START a company, but perhaps it’s also true that
it’s getting harder to SCALE a company.
If you’re building a new startup at the intersection of tech, entertainment, data and commerce, we’d love to
talk. There’s no time like the present to start.
Eze Vidra is managing partner of Remagine Ventures, a seed fund investing in ambitious founders at the
intersection of tech, media, data and commerce. They are backed by some of the world's leading media
companies. (VC Café 29.10)
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JORDAN: IMF & Jordan Reach Agreement on the First Review Under EFF

An International Monetary Fund (IMF) team concluded virtual discussions with the Jordanian authorities
and reached a staff-level agreement on the first review of the authorities’ economic reform program
supported by the Extended Fund Facility (EFF) arrangement. This agreement is subject to approval of the
IMF’s Executive Board. Completion of the review by the IMF Board would release an amount of around
$146 million, bringing total IMF disbursements to Jordan in 2020 to $687 million.
At the conclusion of the discussions, the IMF issued the following statement:
“Timely containment of the COVID-19 pandemic during the first half of the year, and the authorities’ robust
policy stimulus response has helped to protect lives and livelihoods. Still, the crisis has taken a toll on the
economy. Unemployment has surged, tourism and remittances have declined, and revenues of the central
government and of other public sector entities have dropped. Despite these difficult circumstances, the
authorities showed policy discipline, including institutionalizing the drive against tax evasion and
strengthening tax administration; and maintained external market access.
“With the COVID crisis still unfolding, there is considerable uncertainty around the economic forecast: staff’s
central scenario is for real GDP to decline by 3% in 2020; and increase by 2.5% in 2021, reflecting a gradual
recovery as the pandemic abates.
“The 2020 fiscal targets have been relaxed to support the authorities’ efforts to protect lives and jobs.
Agreement has also been reached on the fiscal targets for 2021, which seek to support the recovery, while
arresting the rise in public debt. The EFF provides for flexibility to accommodate higher-than-expected
COVID-related spending and aims to protect the most vulnerable.
“The authorities’ fiscal strategy is anchored in equitable tax reforms, aimed at tackling evasion, closing
loopholes, and broadening the tax base. Public expenditure reforms will aim to create space for social
spending and deliver a more efficient and transparent public sector. Contingent liabilities from the broader
public sector bear close monitoring, and a Fiscal Transparency Evaluation early next year will help identify
reform priorities in this area.
“The liquidity and credit support extended to the financial system and businesses, especially SMEs, was
timely and appropriate, and is designed to be gradually unwound as the recovery becomes entrenched.
The peg to the US dollar, which has continued to serve Jordan’s economy well, provides a credible anchor
for monetary policy. International reserves are projected to remain adequate over 2020-21, at above 100%
of the IMF’s reserve adequacy metric. The banking system is healthy, and the authorities should remain
vigilant to a possible increase in non-performing loans.
“Structural reforms remain critical, notably in the electricity sector, where pressures have increased in the
aftermath of the pandemic. The authorities are also prioritizing reforms aimed at facilitating female labor
participation and youth employment; reducing the cost of doing business and ensuring an even playing field
for firms; and strengthening the anti-corruption framework to increase public trust.
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“The COVID pandemic has significantly increased Jordan’s financing needs and robust financial support
from multilateral and official bilateral lenders will be critical in the period ahead and may need to be stepped
up in the event of a more protracted downturn.
"Staff is also proposing to bring forward into 2021 a part of IMF credit that was expected to be disbursed in
the outer years of the program. Total IMF disbursements, including the amount drawn under the Rapid
Financing Instrument, over 2020-24 are expected to amount to SDR 1217.91 million (or around $1.7 billion).
“The mission would like to thank our counterparts for a candid and productive dialogue. A wide-ranging set
of meetings was held with the deputy prime minister for economic affairs, the minister of finance, the central
bank governor, other senior cabinet ministers and officials, donors, and representatives from the private
sector, women, and civil society.” (IMF 28.10)
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IRAQ: Iraq Fiscal Reforms Key to Curbing Forex Reserve Decline

Fitch Ratings announced on 9 November that the Iraqi government’s proposal to shrink public-sector
payrolls and pension costs as part of efforts to reduce fiscal imbalances and ease financing strains could
slow the depletion of foreign-exchange reserves, but will be tough to implement and risks aggravating social
unrest.
The government is relying heavily on the Central Bank of Iraq (CBI) to finance its deficit spending, as it did
when oil prices last fell steeply in 2014-2016, owing to the shallowness of the domestic financial system
and current lack of foreign borrowing. Monetary financing from the CBI increased to IQD28.5 trillion by
end-August (15% of our forecast GDP in 2020), from IQD14.1 trillion at end-May. However, it has since
been flat because the government needs parliament to approve further borrowing.
Large budget deficits in Iraq are reflected in current-account deficits, given the high import dependence and
fixed-exchange rate. These place pressure on foreign-exchange reserves, especially with the lack of
external financing inflows. Reserves excluding gold fell to $51 billion by end-September from $62 billion at
end-2019. We forecast they will reach $42 billion by end-2020, with official gold holdings worth around $6
billion, collectively around 8.5 months of current-account outgoing in 2020. We forecast an additional
decline towards $30 billion in 2021. Iraq’s reserves have been a source of support to the sovereign’s ‘B-’
rating, which we affirmed in April, revising the Outlook to Negative from Stable.
The government has presented a ‘whitepaper’ to parliament, outlining starkly the country’s financing
challenges and potential reform options. In the near term this could secure parliamentary approval for
further domestic borrowing. It would also be a platform for negotiating IMF financing and wider external
support.
One of its core proposals is to cut spending on payrolls and pensions from 25% of GDP this year to 12.5%
within three years through restricting new employment, natural attrition, reducing benefits and allowances,
and reforming the pension system.
The decline projected in the plan would bring spending on these areas below that in 2011-2012, when it
was around 14% of GDP, but we do not expect this to be achieved in full. Securing parliamentary or public
backing for such a sharp adjustment (and then implementing it) will be extremely difficult, given that
elections are approaching in 2021 and a large part of the population depends directly or indirectly on publicsector wages, while alternative employment options remain limited. However, even a partial reduction
would help the public finances.
Other important proposals raised in the paper include sharply reducing transfers to SOEs and raising nonoil tax revenues. Non-oil taxes were only around 1.5% of GDP in 2019. Tax adjustments would focus
initially on reforming and collecting electricity tariffs and custom taxes.
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The outlook for sweeping reform remains pessimistic. The government’s financing choices will be difficult
in the absence of adjustments to curb the fiscal deficit or a strong rebound in the oil price (which is not part
of our baseline forecast). Sustained borrowing from the CBI would put pressure on the current exchangerate peg, and the whitepaper discusses the potential risks and benefits of devaluation.
Devaluation would raise the local-currency value of US dollar-denominated oil revenues, boosting budget
oil revenue. We estimate that a 20% devaluation would increase the value of oil revenue in 2021 in localcurrency terms by around 6% of GDP.
However, depreciation would increase imported inflation. This could stoke social unrest and place upward
pressure on government spending, potentially offsetting the beneficial effect on public finances. The risks
to political stability from a large devaluation would be particularly acute, given the weak governance metrics
- the lowest of any Fitch-rated sovereign. (Fitch 09.11)
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IRAQ: Iraq’s Dire Fiscal Crisis

Kirk H. Sowell posted in Sada on 2 November about the Iraq’s Prime Minister inherited a series of fiscal
crises. As his interim government struggles to advert a complete economic collapse, austerity measures
may come at the expense of much-needed reforms.

Since taking office, Iraqi Prime Minister Mustafa al-Kadhimi has faced a series of fiscal and security crises
amid collapsing public services and protests. The collapse in global oil prices due to the coronavirus
pandemic and the Saudi-Russia oil price war caused Iraq to face an internal solvency crisis as early as
June. This fiscal crisis has short and long-term implications. In the short-term, Baghdad continuously
struggles to pay public sector salaries, which required the state to borrow from the Central Bank over the
summer. With low oil revenue, the state’s monthly profits are covering just over 50% of its expenses. In
the longer-term, Iraq faces a looming macro-fiscal state collapse - potentially within the next year.
The state is struggling to cover its monthly expenses. Over successive governments, the size of the public
sector has grown to the point that Iraq needs to spend more than its total revenue on basic payments public sector salaries, pensions, food aid and welfare - to keep a majority of Iraq’s population out of
destitution. In 2019, oil revenue averaged $6.5 million per month, and with modest non-oil revenues (largely
customs, well less than $1 billion per month), this covered operational expenses with a small amount left
over for capital spending. Since the recovery of oil prices after the March collapse, Iraq’s monthly oil
revenues have averaged just over $3 billion/month, hitting a high of $3.52 billion in August. In testimony
before parliament in September, Finance Minister Ali Allawi revealed that with revenues at these levels, the
government was still borrowing 3.5 trillion Iraqi Dinars (IQD) — just over $3 billion—from the Central Bank
each month.
On 10 October, as Iraq’s cash crunch became more acute, Allawi explained that state employee
compensation rose from 20% of oil revenues in 2005 to 120% today. To help the public understand why
the government of such an oil-rich country was broke, he explained that a government of this size should
have at least $15 to 20 billion in funds to pay monthly expenses on an ongoing basis, but when this
government took office, only about $1 billion was available. This is in part due to weak revenues, the result
of low oil prices and Iraq’s adherence to OPEC’s limitations on oil exports. In the past, Iraq’s oil exports
have reached 3.5 million barrels per day (bpd), yet they decreased to 2.5 million bpd in recent months.
Prominent figures, including former oil minister Ibrahim Bahr al-Ulum, have argued in favor of leaving the
OPEC agreement unilaterally. Yet Allawi, speaking before Parliament, explained that while he agreed that
OPEC’s quota formula was unfair, Iraq needs the OPEC agreement to keep oil prices from collapsing. More
recently, according to the Iraq Oil Report, the government has signaled that it may try to thread the needle
by increasing exports by 250,000 barrels per day to satisfy critics - an amount above its quota, but still
about 750,000 barrels per day below peak production, and thus hopefully too small an increase to incur
Saudi retaliation.
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Iraq’s monthly oil revenue to collapsed from $6.2 billion in January to just $1.4 billion in April. The figure
recovered to $2.9 billion in May and has gradually improved since, but in August was still just $3.5 billion.
Since the government only had about $3 billion in expendable reserves in May, it became clear that Iraq
could not pay state employees in June. Salaries over the summer were paid as money became available.
As late as July 28, the prime minister’s spokesman admitted that employees at the Culture & Antiquities
Ministry (apparently the lowest priority), were still waiting to be paid.
The government saw this crisis coming and began preparing the public for austerity. Finance Minister
Allawi made multiple public appearances, describing Iraq’s situation as dire and arguing for radical reform.
In particular, he predicted that the government, while protecting base salaries, would make large cuts to
employee benefits and other costs. On 9 June, the cabinet followed through when it voted to implement a
series of austerity measures, including cutting benefits, cutting unessential spending and capping income
from “double-salary” payments. Kadhimi’s advisor Hisham Daoud described the new policies as “not
enough but only a start” toward reform.
Kadhimi, with no electoral base or political base of his own, has faced the fiscal crisis with a weak hand.
This became clear when Parliament overwhelmingly rejected the government’s austerity policies on 10
June, one day later. Even MPs friendly to the government described the government’s measures as
premature, suggesting that they should try to raise revenue through customs first. Parliament eventually
passed a borrowing law on 24 June to allow the government to borrow just enough to make basic payments.
This law, however, prohibited the government from cutting benefits. Previously, the cabinet had the
authority to cut benefits because, unlike salaries set by law, benefits were set by previous cabinet decrees.
Thus, Parliament made the long-term problem worse.
In July, protests resurged in Baghdad as a result of the fiscal crisis. The shortage of money caused Iraq’s
electricity shortage to worsen dramatically. Outgoing Electricity Minister Luay al-Khatteeb attributed the
decline to two factors: lack of maintenance and the suspension of planned electricity projects.
The government has a few possible, but politically difficult, fixes at its disposal. They could cut the subsidy
of roughly $1 billion per month to private electricity consumption, which exists because the ministry only
collects a fraction of consumer payments. Finance Minister Allawi pointed out that “people don’t pay their
electricity bills” and that “95%” of consumption costs was absorbed by the state, asserting that “electricity
is not a constitutional right.” Yet such an effort will recall former Prime Minister Haider al-Abadi’s experience
trying to extract electricity payments in 2017, which precipitated a strong protest movement. So far, Kadhimi
has shown no sign of pushing the issue. His published comments during a cabinet meeting devoted to the
electricity issue focused on “reducing bureaucracy” and improving maintenance, sidestepping the fact that
maintenance workers have to be paid.
Iraq’s fiscal crisis comes on the heels of the political crisis of the outgoing government, which left the country
without a budget for most of 2020. In such cases, Iraqi law allows the government to spend one twelfth of
the previous year’s actual spending each month. Since this year’s revenues have been low, it never had
the money to spend that much and simply spent what it had on basic payments. In September, the
government released a budget for 2020 and the planned deficit was large - well over 100% - so as with
past budgets much of the deficit will likely not be spent. The total anticipated revenues are 67.4 trillion
dinars, or $57 billion, compared with proposed expenditures of 148.6 trillion dinars, or $125.7 billion. Oil
revenue in 2019 was $78.5 billion yet is projected to be just $49.3 billion for 2020. The government withdrew
the bill just two days after it arrived in parliament.
In September the government ran out of money, having used up the borrowing authority from the June bill.
Given the population’s overwhelming dependence on state salaries, this brought the short-term financial
problems to the fore. Furthermore, Parliament refused to authorize the new borrowing authority Allawi
sought because the government had not submitted a “reform plan.” Thus in early October the government
released a “White Paper” reform plan. The plan draws a broad and long path to reform that does not directly
address the immediate crisis, except to the extent that its publication formally satisfies Parliament’s
precondition for new borrowing.
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An important part of Allawi’s efforts was his advocacy of Iraq accepting an International Monetary Fund
“Stand-By Agreement” (SBA) which might be the only way to prevent a fiscal collapse next year. The
agreement would also require spending cuts that parliament has already rejected. Allawi stressed that the
IMF would not require cuts to programs protecting the poor, but rather to public sector compensation that,
in Allawi’s view, Iraq needed to cut anyway.
This set the stage for a new debacle as the government then sent a new borrowing law to Parliament only
to condemn it. A member of Parliament on the Finance Committee criticized the figures in the bill as
irresponsible. Given the parliament’s role in aggravating the crisis, this was grandstanding. The looming
parliamentary elections, due no later than 2022 and possibly earlier, are driving the political theater.
Parliament will presumably pass an amended version of the government’s borrowing bill to allow the
government to pay salaries. In the meantime, with salaries being paid late, disposable income is squeezed,
further damaging an already weak economy. But Iraq could face a much worse scenario in 2021, as the
IMF’s updated forecast for Brent oil prices projects $46.70 per barrel. Iraq’s Central Bank, which rescued
the government over the summer, relies on a steady flow of dollars from oil revenues and given current
prices range from $40 to $45, reserves are gradually declining. According to financial analyst Ahmed alTabaqchali, at current oil prices the Central Bank can continue to print money to fund the government “for
about eight or nine months.”
In terms of immediate steps, at a minimum, a devaluation of the Iraqi dinar (long pegged at 1,182 to the
dollar) seems likely in 2021. This would relieve some pressure on the Central Bank and make the
government’s expenses cheaper (since its income is in dollars), but it would also drive up inflation over
time. The bigger threat is that by mid-to-late 2021, the Central Bank will no longer be able to support the
government, forcing austerity through non-payment of operational expenses, including salaries.
It is clear that the government needed to adopt a policy of cutting public sector expenses while increasing
its capital investment in agriculture and industry and devoting more resources to education and health.
Kadhimi’s reform measures in June were too little, too late. Still, the austerity that Parliament has resisted
will be inevitable if oil prices do not rise dramatically in the months to come. A key priority from an
international point of view is that the IMF, as a condition for its loans, impose upon Iraq the reforms for
which Allawi has been advocating and which parliament has so rejected. It does not seem likely that reform
will come to Iraq by any other means.
Kirk H. Sowell is the publisher of the biweekly newsletter Inside Iraqi Politics. (Sada 02.11)
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EGYPT: The Egyptian Economy in the Clutches of the Deep State

George T. Abed posted on 26 October in Diwan that the successful completion of Egypt’s 2016 IMF program
is superficial, hiding poor economic growth relative to emerging market peers and an economy burdened
by a military-led public sector.
In mid-2019, Egypt received the last $2 billion installment of the $12 billion loan extended by the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) in 2016, successfully completing their agreed program. The IMF’s final
review of Egypt’s reforms that formed the basis for approving the final disbursement was less than fully
convincing, however. The Egyptian economy relies heavily on the military-led public sector, which has
proven unable to provide the long-term, quality growth necessary to pull millions out of poverty.
To be fair, Egypt did implement reforms that had remained anathema to previous Egyptian governments.
These included freeing the exchange rate (even if for a period only), slashing fuel and food subsidies,
implementing specific belt-tightening measures, and hiking interest rates to offset the inflationary impact of
the devaluation. A good start was also made on reforming the business environment by modernizing a few
laws and regulations, but this limited progress does not explain why the Egyptian economy lags so far
behind that of its emerging market peers.
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Superficial Economic Progress
The IMF agreement also energized the government of President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi, implementing grand
infrastructure projects and turning to the international investment community with renewed confidence. The
discovery of a giant gas field within Egypt’s international borders in the Mediterranean at the start of the
IMF-funded program provided a nice fillip. The official reaction from friendly Gulf countries and from Europe
was highly positive and brought in more funds. More importantly, emerging markets investors, swimming
in a sea of low or negative interest rates, flocked to Egyptian treasury bonds that promised double digit
returns (with minimal post-devaluation exchange rate risk) and to its Eurobond offerings with mid-to-high
single digit rates. Suddenly, Egypt became one of the most popular destinations for short-term capital flows
in international markets.
The return of stability after the unsettling turmoil of the Arab Spring and its aftermath helped resurrect some
tourism and spur private sector activity connected with the government’s infrastructure projects. Economic
growth recovered to above 5% and employment prospects improved. As the program approached its
conclusion, the fiscal deficit had narrowed, and inflation declined dramatically from its post devaluation
spike.
Viewed through the prism of the IMF and international financial markets, the Egypt program was reasonably
successful as it both helped remove important macroeconomic imbalances and distortions and stabilized
financial conditions. The program, however, fell short of the one fundamental goal that Egypt and the IMF
had emphasized from the start: to wean the Egyptian economy off its dependence on the public sector and
turn it into a market driven, private sector–led economy.
In the Egyptian context, this goal essentially required a gradual reduction in the direct role of the powerful
military establishment in important sectors of the economy. While one could understand the IMF’s
reluctance to take on such a transformational change (presumably, that was a job for the World Bank), the
Sisi government simply ignored the whole issue and proceeded to further expand both the scope and the
visibility of the military in the economy.
Military-Led Public Sector Remains Dominant
Taking a broad historical view of Egypt’s economic development, the military coup in 1952 reversed a
century of capitalistic development in Egypt and ushered in a strategy of state-led development based on
a fiercely anticolonial posture externally and a populist agenda internally. The latter essentially meant the
nationalization of industry, extensive land redistribution programs and highly progressive income and
wealth taxation.
In addition, being led by young officers who had personally experienced Egypt’s humiliating defeat in Israel
in 1948‒1949, the new government established a Ministry of Military Production and set out to affirm an
important role for the military in the economy. Subsequent wars with Israel and the institution of a state of
national mobilization only expanded this role. Following the peace agreement with Israel in 1978, the armed
forces were given a direct role in undertaking profitable activities as an offset to the on-budget cuts in
military spending made more to impress donors than to downsize the military. Some of the military spending
was moved off-budget while the military found new sources of revenue by engaging in economic activity.
As the military grew more entrenched, its influence in the economy grew steadily, including in the production
of goods and services such as cement, steel, home appliances and tourism, while remaining largely exempt
from competition with the private sector and, in many instances, even benefiting from tax and other
advantages. Since 2013, Sisi has further expanded the role and special privileges of the military. For
example, legislation passed in 2014 and renewed in 2016 placed all “public and vital facilities” under military
jurisdiction until 2021, when the law will likely be renewed. The role of the military in exploiting public lands
(and in regulating private sector access to such lands) was further strengthened, expanding opportunities
for rent-seeking and large-scale corruption.
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To be sure, other developing countries in the early years of the postcolonial era yielded political power to
the military, such as China, South Korea, Turkey, Indonesia and several Latin American countries.
However, in time, most countries reestablished civilian primacy, often with constitutional safeguards, while
also providing strong legal and institutional frameworks for a more liberal and open economic system. For
the past nearly seven decades, however, Egypt has not experienced such a transformation.
In Egypt, in addition to direct control by the military, important sectors of the economy have remained under
the indirect influence of the security establishment through a vast network of retired senior officers who
occupy high managerial positions or sit on company boards throughout the sprawling public enterprise
sector and in parts of the private sector. The majority of regional governments and almost all public
authorities (in maritime transport, aviation, railways and the Suez Canal) have been headed by former
generals or other high-ranking retired officers for decades. This network of retired military officers helps
ensure that major policy initiatives and strategic decisions by private sector firms remain within parameters
set by the military. This is a principal reason why serious privatization, except during a brief period in the
mid-2000s, has never caught traction in Egypt.
Impact on Economic Performance
Egypt’s economic performance in recent decades has lagged compared to emerging market peers. In
1988‒2018, Egypt’s real GDP per capita barely doubled, reaching less than $3,000, whereas for the group
of widely tracked emerging markets, the same metric grew about five times, to $5,250. More strikingly,
whereas Egypt and South Korea were at comparable levels of development in the 1950s, by 2018 South
Korea’s real GDP per capita had grown to more than ten times that of Egypt, to about $35,000.
Furthermore, even Egypt’s modest growth was not equitably shared among the population. Poverty rates
in Egypt far exceed those in peer countries, while unemployment among females and among youth is
double that of the general population, itself chronically high.
The dominant and privileged status of the public sector, and especially the military, in the economy is a
principal reason why Egypt has largely failed to develop a dynamic and innovative private sector and to
fully modernize and globalize its economy. For example, employment in the public sector in Egypt currently
exceeds 6 million people (excluding the armed forces of nearly 1.5 million), or more than 22% of the
country’s labor force, in contrast with around 13% in Turkey and less than 9% in South Korea. The
economic size of the public sector in Egypt was estimated at 31% in 2017, about 2‒3 times the average in
leading emerging economies. Public sector companies operate under a regime of privilege where they
rarely compete with the private sector and remain protected from foreign competition, thus breeding
inefficiencies and overstaffing.
Since the early 1970s, opening up world trade and large flows of capital, technology, and talent have helped
many emerging and developing countries develop new industries, adopt new technology and expand their
trade in global markets. Egypt, in contrast, has kept much of its economy relatively closed, in part due to
the resistance of the state sector bent on resisting market driven reforms and preserving its privileges.
Thus, during the dynamic decades of globalization and exploding world trade (the 1980s to the mid-2000s),
Egypt chose to depend on the economic rent it could extract from such special advantages as newly
discovered hydrocarbon resources, a unique legacy of tourist sites, worker remittances from Gulf countries,
trade through the Suez Canal, and official transfers often given as a reward for geopolitical considerations
(such as maintaining peace with Israel and joining the U.S.-led alliance in the first Gulf War).
After an initial spurt at the start of the IMF-supported program, private investment has begun to decline and
growth to slow. Short-term international capital has also declined while foreign direct investment outside
the hydrocarbons sector (in other words, projects that bring in skills and technology and create jobs)
remained negligible. The positive effects of the IMF-supported reforms are therefore likely to be superficial
and Egypt’s deeply entrenched structural weaknesses to remain.
Against this background, a fundamental question about Egypt’s economic future becomes acute. The
military-led political leadership of Egypt has maintained total control of the social and economic
development of the country for decades. How will they explain the country’s failure, in contrast to its
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emerging markets peers, to achieve high and sustainable rates of economic growth, to reform its
bureaucracy and state institutions, to lift millions out of poverty, and to provide the freedom and dignity that
come with a better quality of life for its people?
George Abed is a distinguished scholar at the Institute of International Finance and former director of the
Middle East and Central Asia Department at the IMF. (Diwan 26.10)
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EGYPT: Armed Forces in Power and in Business

Ishac Diwan posted on 26 October in Diwan that Egypt's armed forces in power and in business will be
hard-pressed to implement the complex and painful economic reforms needed to stimulate growth.
The recent expansion of Egypt’s military economy raises two important questions of political economy: why
do some armed forces instead take over and rule directly, and why are some armed forces in business?
Military officers in Egypt (2013), Algeria (2019), and Sudan (2019) overthrew civilian elites to hedge against
democratic movements that threatened to downscale the military. These new military regimes then
expanded their business interests to sideline cronies of the civilians they overthrew. But these businessoriented military regimes will be hard-pressed to implement the reforms necessary to stimulate growth.
In Power
There is increased diversity in the military’s role in governing countries in the Middle East and North Africa
region. In some countries, armed forces have assumed direct power after a coup (as in Egypt, though
Algeria, Iran and Sudan all came close). This has not happened in other countries, such as Morocco, which
has remained relatively stable, or Tunisia, which witnessed regime change in 2011.
Logic from game theory helps explain this variation. Compared to military dictatorships, civilian rulers can
enlarge the economic pie by cooperating with the civilian economy more than military dictatorships can - to
caricature, civilian elites use carrots and sticks, and armed forces use only sticks. This explains why in
many countries, as in Turkey in the past, armed forces may rule, but they rarely govern. An optimizing
civilian government, subject to a coup constraint, uses one of two strategies: maintain a weak military or,
when a large military is needed (because of external threats or to repress the population), treat it so well
that it does not rebel.
This theory can explain why civilian elites often survive without coups. In Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Sudan and
Syria, civilian elites managed to finance generously a relatively large military by using external rents. In
contrast, in Morocco and in Ben Ali's Tunisia, the military was kept relatively small.
Boom and Bust
The oil boom of the 2000s allowed military-supported regimes to finance large security forces generously
enough to guard against insurrection. The collapse of oil revenues in 2014 (or as early as 2011 in Sudan)
made civilian elites predictably reluctant to reduce direct funding to the military. When elites could not
maintain this direct financing, they moved to allow armed forces to finance themselves directly from
markets.
The oil price drop hit Algeria in 2015. Oil revenues shrank by half from 2007 to 2017. The country has
chosen to finance large fiscal deficits with accumulated reserves, but this cannot continue for long. In 2017,
Algeria’s armed forces were the second largest in Africa, after Egypt’s. Its military spending rose fast, from
8 to over 15% of total government expenditures between 2008 and 2017. Because overall government
expenditures also rose, from 35% of GDP in 2006 to nearly 42% in 2015, defense expenditures exceeded
$10 billion in 2015, double the 2008 level.
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In Sudan, the secession of the South in 2011 led to a prodigious fall in oil revenues - from 16% of GDP in
2007 to less than 1% of GDP in 2017. With little external financing available, Sudan had no choice but to
adjust sharply, cutting public expenditures from 21 to 10% of GDP over that period. Military expenditures
rose during the boom but did not fall after the dramatic oil bust. Combining IMF and Stockholm International
Peace Research Institute sources, in 2007, the military share of expenditures stood at 21% ($3.2 billion).
By 2017, the military share ate, in total, about 31% of government expenditures ($4.4 billion).
In contrast, in Egypt, the so-called officers’ republic, the official military budget was surprisingly small.
According to World Bank data, military expenditures as a share of GDP fell from a 1984 peak of 8 to around
2% in 2015, a fall directly related to the rising tightness of the country's budget. Former president Hosni
Mubarak’s main concern throughout his reign was to lower public expenditures. He inherited a state that
spent 62% of GDP in 1981, and managed to reduce this by about half, to 33%, by the time he was deposed.
He therefore had to increasingly find new ways to keep the army content.
Response to Uprisings
Why did armed forces replace faltering autocracies in Algeria, Egypt, and Sudan in recent years, but not in
Tunisia? All four countries experienced social movements driving toward democratic regimes. Algeria,
Egypt and Sudan had large armed forces that civilian elites treated well to keep them from rebelling, while
Tunisia had a small army. During a transition to democracy, a strong military is motivated to undertake a
coup when it knows that a democratic government will downscale it rather than commit to keep overpaying
its officers. In such a situation, an aspiring democratic regime has an incentive problem, as it cannot credibly
commit not to reduce funding to the military when it takes over. Indeed, deposed Egyptian president
Mohamed Morsi forcefully reduced the size of the military, from 6 to 4.3% of public expenditures, in an
attempt to weaken it.
In the three countries where armies led counter-democratic coups, they managed to preserve their budgets
and economic positions. On the other hand, democratic Tunisia actually increased its military budget in
response to increased security risks, which further wedded the interest of the military to that of the new
regime.
In Business
On the other important political economy question, some armed forces are actively engaged in business,
while others are not, and the incentives to do so are different before and after coups. Before the removal
of former president Abdelaziz Bouteflika in Algeria, Morsi in Egypt, and former president Omar al-Bashir in
Sudan, armed forces were in business with the direct or tacit approval of civilian elites in Egypt and Sudan,
but not in Algeria.
Being in business was a way to reduce the military’s direct burden on shrinking budgets and to shift that
burden to the market. Armed forces could operate where they had unfair political advantages over privatesector competitors.
In Algeria, generous financing from the budget using large oil revenues allowed the Bouteflika regime to
dominate the business sector while keeping the military largely out of business. In Sudan too, the army
remained financed from state budgets in spite of the collapse in state revenues. However, the Rapid
Support Forces, a parallel paramilitary force created to control Darfur, was pushed by Bashir to finance
itself through business operations, including illegal activities such as gold and weapons smuggling. In
Egypt, in parallel with the scaling back of the state, Mubarak encouraged the military to finance itself directly
in markets where it had natural advantages. Over time, he allowed the military to become one of the largest
economic operators in the country.
The Military Economy After Coups
After a military coup, however, other motives surface. In addition to finance, armed forces now have a direct
interest in reducing political competition by potential opposition movements. Like the civilian elites before
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them, this meant denying opponents access to financing from the private sector. MENA cronyism is
predatory, with cronies placed at the height of the economy in order to prevent large private firms, especially
in growth sectors, from falling into the hands of opposition forces. This survival principle has become the
impetus driving armed forces into business.
Thus, to consolidate power after their coups, late general Ahmed Gaid Salah in Algeria, general Abdel
Fattah al-Burhan in Sudan, and President Abdel Fattah el-Sisi in Egypt have attacked the economic power
base of the regimes they replaced by going after their main crony partners, expropriating their assets,
putting them in jail on account of corruption, or sending them into exile. These actions weakened the
economy. In Egypt, as the army's involvement in the economy rose, private investment has fallen to 6% of
GDP, less than its level under former president Gamal Abdel Nasser in the 1970s. 3 In Sudan, it is the
paramilitary groups that have expanded their business activities.
Conclusion
Cronyism and the related lack of private sector dynamism and growth were the main cause of the fall of
civilian autocracies in Algeria, Egypt and Sudan. The new regimes are more directly dominated by the
military. It is likely that they are less able than civilian elites to manage basic economic relations, let alone
complex economic reforms, as amply illustrated in Sayigh’s work.
But here too, the situation varies. The Algerian military has a buffer of about two years of foreign exchange
reserves before it confronts head-on the challenge of economic reforms. In Sudan, the economy collapsed
and the military had to accept entering into a power sharing arrangement with revolutionary democrats. But
in the end, it is hard to imagine that any government that does not derive legitimacy from the ballot box
would be empowered enough to implement the complex and painful economic reforms needed to get
growth going in the coming post-rentier period.
Ishac Diwan is professor of economics at the Ecole Normale Superieure in Paris, and he holds the Arab
Economies Chair at Paris Sciences et Lettres. (Diwan 26.10)
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EGYPT: 'B/B' Ratings Affirmed; Outlook Stable

On 6 November, S&P Global Ratings affirmed its 'B/B' long- and short-term foreign and local currency
sovereign credit ratings on Egypt. The outlook is stable.
Outlook
The stable outlook reflects our expectation that the weakening of external and government debt metrics will
be temporary, and gradually improve from 2022, supported by higher GDP and current account receipts
(CARs).
Downside Scenario
We could consider a negative rating action if the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on Egypt's external
position and economic activity is more severe or prolonged than expected, resulting in a substantial decline
in foreign exchange reserves and reduced ability to service debt and interest payments. Rating pressure
could also emerge if fiscal slippages, higher borrowing costs, or pronounced currency depreciation
prevented Egypt's government debt-to-GDP ratio from declining after 2021.
Upside Scenario
We could consider a positive rating action over the medium term if Egypt's economic expansion significantly
outperforms our forecasts, or if Egypt's reform program materially narrows government and external
financing needs, thereby reducing debt and reflecting a track record of stronger governance.
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Rationale
We expect Egypt's foreign exchange reserves and access to domestic and external debt markets will allow
it to cover higher external and fiscal financing needs and upcoming maturities over the next 12 months.
Although we project that external debt will rise sharply as a proportion of CARs in the fiscal year ending
June 30, 2021 (fiscal 2021), this ratio should gradually decline thereafter as CARs recover. Moreover, we
see strong medium-term growth prospects for Egypt, barring the near-term impact of the pandemic,
underpinned by the ongoing implementation of fiscal and economic reforms. In our view, the Egyptian
authorities' plan to generate a central government primary surplus of at least 2% of GDP from fiscal 2022
is ambitious. Nonetheless, we expect primary surpluses of about 1% of GDP over fiscals 2022-2023,
combined with recovering growth and lower domestic interest rates, should put debt-to-GDP back on a
downward path.
Our ratings are constrained by Egypt's wide fiscal deficits, large public debt, high unemployment, and low
income levels that keep social risks elevated. The country's debt-to-GDP and interest-to-revenue ratios,
while narrowing slightly beyond fiscal 2021, will remain high through 2023. However, lower domestic
interest rates will allow the government to issue longer-dated bonds and lower its gross financing needs,
estimated at above 40% of GDP in fiscal 2021. That said, lower rates could also reduce portfolio inflows if
real returns fall.
Institutional and Economic Profile: Growth rates will rebound to above 5% only by fiscal 2023




Although Egypt has not seen a drastic economic contraction due to COVID-19, recovery will be
slow and fragile to some extent.
Funding support from the International Monetary Fund (IMF) remains strong, with the one-year
Stand-By Arrangement (SBA) providing a policy anchor.
Risks to social stability could increase on the back of rising unemployment and poverty, but the risk
of a regime change remains low, in our view.

The ongoing health crisis; restrictions, including curfews; and external developments are constraining
Egypt's economic output. Nevertheless, the economic impact of the pandemic is less severe than in other
emerging-market sovereigns because of the relatively limited lockdown measures and the ramp up of health
care capacity, where spending is up by almost 1.5% of GDP. During fiscal 2020, provisional data points to
real GDP expanding by 3.6%, reflecting about a 2% contraction during April - June. Sectors deeply affected
by the pandemic included tourism, manufacturing, and construction. The tourism sector had shown a
promising resurgence until this year and contributed about 12% of GDP in 2019, 10% of total employment,
and 16% of CARs. However, the economic contraction was somewhat kept in check by growth in sectors
such as IT and communications, wholesale and retail trade, agriculture, health, and government services.
We expect real GDP growth to slow to 2.5% in fiscal 2021, reflecting a further small contraction during JulyDecember 2020 due to the slowdown in tourism, lower remittances, and weak global economic activity. We
expect a recovery in public and private investment will start to support growth from the second half of fiscal
2021.
Key structural constraints to growth include a large informal sector, relatively weak, albeit improving,
governance and transparency of state-owned enterprises, and barriers to competition that restrict privatesector activity. We note the government's ongoing efforts to improve the business operating environment,
such as settlement of arrears to exporters, industrial land allocation mechanisms, and the privatization of
state-owned enterprises, which could support growth in the medium term.
To help address the economic repercussions of COVID-19 and meet higher financing requirements, the
government obtained two facilities from the IMF in mid-2020: a Rapid Financing Instrument (RFI) of $2.8
billion and SBA of $5.2 billion. The SBA program targets higher social and health spending, while pushing
for lower accumulation of debt and implementation of structural reforms on governance and transparency.
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The sociopolitical environment in Egypt remains fragile, in our view. Small-scale protests recently erupted
in response to a crackdown on illegal construction and fees to regularize properties. We believe this reflects
the broader social discontent of more vulnerable and younger sections of the population and remains a
possible risk to the fiscal consolidation program and reforms. Unemployment increased to 9.6% as of June
30, 2020, from 7.5% a year earlier.
Security threats, with skirmishes between the Egyptian security forces and militant groups affiliated with the
Islamic State, are likely to remain largely contained to Northern Sinai. Still, there have been some targeted
attacks on police and military forces on Egypt's mainland. Geopolitical tensions with neighboring countries
Libya and Ethiopia (relating to the Grand Renaissance Dam) could increase, although this is not our basecase scenario. Potential terrorist incidents affecting civilians or tourists would have repercussions for a
recovery of tourism beyond 2020 and dampen investor sentiment.
Flexibility and Performance Profile: Weak CARs and foreign direct investment will weigh on foreign
exchange reserves




Rising external risks are mitigated by the still-strong buffers of the Central Bank of Egypt (CBE).
We expect a temporary weakening of external and government debt metrics through 2021, followed
by a gradual improvement.
Monetary easing, on the back of lower inflation, will reduce government financing costs and support
private-sector credit growth from a low base, but could also reduce portfolio inflows if real returns
fall.

Egypt's key sources of foreign exchange - remittances, tourism and Suez Canal receipts - are under
pressure due to the impact of the pandemic, weaker global demand, and lower oil prices. Lower oil prices
have had a balanced impact on hydrocarbon exports and imports, but will likely affect remittances and
investment flows from Gulf Cooperation Council countries, in our view. We expect CARs will reduce by
10% in fiscal 2021, following an estimated drop of 3.5% in fiscal 2020. We expect the current account
deficit will rise to 3.5% of GDP in fiscal 2021, from an estimated 3.1% in fiscal 2020. These deficits are,
however, lower than our May 2020 estimate of 4.3%-4.4% of GDP, given Egypt's better-than-expected
economic performance and remittance inflows in fiscal 2020. Although tourism will probably only recover
slowly over the next three years, we anticipate improving global economic conditions from 2021, relatively
higher oil prices, and government measures to promote non-oil exports will help narrow the external deficit
to 2.5% of GDP by fiscal 2023.
In addition to the current account deficit, large portfolio outflows and weaker foreign direct investment
inflows led to an $8.6 billion year-on-year drop in the CBE's foreign exchange reserves to $37.2 billion on
June 30, 2020. Nonresident holdings of local currency government bills and bonds had fallen sharply to
$9.4 billion at mid-June from a peak of $27.8 billion at the end of February, owing to global financial market
volatility. This amount has since increased, to about $21 billion (or 10% of total local currency securities)
in October, backed by still-high real returns and a more-resilient macroeconomic environment than that of
similarly rated peers. The higher inflows will improve banks' net foreign asset position, which stood at $2.1
billion on 30 September. Egypt's net international reserves had strengthened to $39.2 billion as of 31
October. We expect foreign exchange reserves (including gold) will remain at $37.5 billion-$39 billion over
fiscals 2021-2023.
The overall decline in foreign exchange reserves would be sharper this year absent additional government
external debt issuances. New external debt in 2020 included: $5 billion of Eurobonds issued in May, $4.8
billion disbursed by the IMF through the RFI and SBA facilities in June, and in September, and a $2 billion
syndicated loan and $750 million of green bonds. We estimate a sharp rise in Egypt's external debt,
adjusted for liquid external assets, to about 105% of CARs in fiscal 2020 from 80% in fiscal 2019, and a
further increase to 125% in fiscal 2021. We expect this ratio will gradually decline to 100% by fiscal 2023,
supported by a rebound in receipts.
Egypt's near-term government and central bank external debt maturities are large, at close to $11 billion
over September 2020 to July 2021. However, we expect a large portion of the $4.7 billion of maturing
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deposits will be rolled over by the United Arab Emirates and Kuwait. The central government has around
$1.5 billion of concessional loans due during fiscal 2021, which will be replaced by upcoming disbursements
of a similar amount from the World Bank, African Development Bank, Japan International Cooperation
Agency and Arab Monetary Fund. The CBE's external debt also includes a $2.6 billion swap facility with
China that was extended in 2019 for three years but has not yet been drawn. The next Eurobond matures
in January 2022, when $2.5 billion is due.
Egypt's strategy to finance its external deficits and shore up foreign exchange reserves has relied on
external debt in recent years. In our view, these debt flows, particularly into short-term bills, are sensitive
to shifts in investor sentiment. To absorb the impact of the sudden capital outflows over March-May on the
currency, the CBE allowed reserves to reduce by an estimated $7 billion-$8 billion. We believe the CBE
now has relatively lower buffers to intervene in the event of another large external shock of a similar
magnitude. Yet external liquidity remains adequate, with reserves covering about five and a half months
of current account payments in fiscal 2021.
The impact of COVID-19 on growth and revenue and an announced stimulus package of Egyptian pound
(EG£) 100 billion, or 2% of GDP, will increase general government debt to about 90% of GDP by fiscal
2021, from close to 84% in fiscal 2019. However, the government has managed to increase the average
maturity of debt to 3.87 years as of 30 June 2020, from about 2 years in fiscal 2016, which will help moderate
gross annual financing needs. Lower interest rates are allowing the government to increase the net
issuance of longer-dated bonds and reduce the proportion of short-term bills.
Egypt's domestic banking system remains very liquid and has the ability to increase holdings of government
debt, despite the already-high exposure of 40% of total bank assets as of 30 June 2020. We estimate that
Egyptian domestic banks (of which the two state-owned banks comprise close to half in terms of total
assets) hold more than 50% of general government debt (representing about 47% of GDP). General
government external debt comprises commercial Eurobonds (6.6% of GDP), nonresident holdings of local
currency debt (close to 3% of GDP), and concessional obligations (12.4% of GDP) as of 30 June 2020. The
CBE continues to hold significant government securities, equivalent to about 12% of GDP.
We expect the general government fiscal deficit will widen to 8% of GDP in fiscal 2021 from an estimated
7% the previous fiscal year. The government has delivered small primary surpluses since fiscal 2018. We
forecast the central government's primary surplus will reduce to 0.2% of GDP in fiscal 2021 from an
estimated 1.8% the previous fiscal year. The government aims to soften the economic impact of the
pandemic through larger allocations for the health sector, social transfers, export promotion measures, and
capital expenditure; as well as lower energy tariffs for industries and temporary deferrals of certain taxes
and fees. To partly offset the stimulus measures, the government expects revenue gains of about 0.6% of
GDP from new measures such as higher excise taxes on tobacco and cigarettes, value-added tax for digital
services and e-commerce, green fees on fuel products, and the collection of additional surpluses from
public-sector banks.
Contrary to our expectations, the fiscal deficit slightly declined in fiscal 2020 relative to the previous year,
owing to a lower increase in spending. The government reallocated spending from other areas toward
health, education, and targeted cash transfers under the Takaful and Karama social programs to partly
offset the sharp drop in tax revenue. Recently implemented pension fund reforms also improved the
performance of Social Insurance Funds, resulting in a surplus of 0.9% of GDP versus a balanced position
previously. Nonetheless, the interest burden remains a drain on the government's resources, comprising
an estimated 9.3% of GDP.
Inflation was trending lower even before the pandemic began, and fell to 3.4% in August 2020 due to weaker
demand and lower commodity prices, before increasing slightly to 3.7% in September. As a result, the CBE
cut policy rates by an additional 50 basis points (bps) in September, following a 300 bps cut in March. We
expect inflation will rise to 7%-8% over the next three years, which is within the CBE's inflation target of 9%
(+/- 3%), as oil prices and demand recover.
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The CBE has also introduced other measures to support the economy, including lowering interest rates to
8% from 10% on loans to small and midsize enterprises (SMEs), industrial and tourism sectors, and social
housing, as well as providing credit guarantees of EG£100 billion (1.7% of GDP), and deferred payment
schemes. We expect banks will face increasing credit losses within the next few years, mainly due to the
negative repercussions of the pandemic and increased exposure to SMEs. We forecast that nonperforming
loans will increase to around 6.5%-7.0% of total banking sector loans by June 2021 from 4.2% in June
2019. That said, banks' exposure to the performance of cyclical or vulnerable sectors, such as agriculture,
tourism, real estate, and construction, is minimal. Liquidity in the banking system is strong and banks'
reliance on wholesale debt is very limited. (S&P 06.11)
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11.9.

SUDAN: Egypt and Sudan Consider a Cross Border Railway Network

On 4 November, Al-Monitor reported that Egypt and Sudan are currently reviewing a plan to establish a
cross border railway network between the two countries. During a virtual meeting on 25 October, Egyptian
Minister of Transport Kamel al-Wazir and his Sudanese counterpart, Hashim Ibn Auf discussed the terms
of a joint cooperation for railway connectivity. The document aims to provide the necessary funding for an
economic, social and environmental feasibility study for the project of constructing a railway line between
Egypt and Sudan. In the first phase of the project, the railway will extend from Aswan in southern Egypt to
Wadi Halfa in Sudan. The project will be carried out through coordination and cooperation between Egypt,
Sudan and the Kuwaiti Fund for Economic Development.
The railway is to extend approximately 900 kilometers between Egypt and Sudan, with about 250 kilometers
inside Sudanese territory. The railway network will transport both passengers and goods between the two
countries. At its final stage, the network will stretch from Alexandria to Khartoum.
Wazir and Ibn Auf also discussed a number of road projects, including a prospective land road between
Egypt and Chad that would pass through Sudan, to be a gateway for trade between the two countries and
between Chad and West African countries, as well as the Cape to Cairo road that will cross nine African
countries. Egypt is currently executing the Cairo-Cape Town road to the Egyptian border, and from there
to Sudan. This project is of great importance in achieving land connectivity and increasing trade with African
countries. It also serves Egyptians and Africans by creating job opportunities and achieving comprehensive
development.
According to the State Information Service (SIS), Egypt and Sudan have strong commercial relations.
Egypt imports from Sudan livestock, sesame seeds, wheat flour and raw materials, while Sudan imports
from Egypt food products, building materials, textiles and medicines. The volume of trade exchange
between the two countries reached about $1 billion in 2017, while the volume of Egyptian investments in
the Sudanese market was estimated at $10.1 billion and the volume of Sudanese investments in Egypt at
$97 million, according to SIS.
Also, the two countries share a number of crossings, including the Eshkeet-Qustul land port, where about
75 cargo trucks and 11 passenger buses pass daily, as well as the Arqin crossing, which sees movement
of about 15 cargo trucks and 60 passenger buses per day.
Moreover, Egypt supplies Sudan with about 300 megawatts (MW) of power under the electricity linkage
project between the two countries. In its first phase, which is scheduled to be completed in 2021, the
capacity of transferable power will be increased to up to 3,000 MW, according to SIS.
The secretary-general of the Sudanese People's Congress Party, Bashir Adam Rahma, said on 12 October
that the railway project between the two countries will be in the interest of Egypt, perhaps more than in the
interest of Sudan at the present time. He noted that Egypt is industrially advanced in all fields, including
agriculture, while at the same time needs food resources from Sudan. He argued that Egypt suffers from
a shortage in livestock, which it may secure from Sudan at a lower cost and at a faster pace.
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Egyptian-Sudanese relations are witnessing momentum at the political level, especially after the visit of the
Egyptian prime minister to Sudan on 15 August, which is the first official visit of an Egyptian prime minister
to the country since 2012. Moreover, consensus is taking shape between Egypt and Sudan. Egypt and
Sudan could jointly exploit the Nile River to transport passengers and goods, in parallel with the train line,
since river transport is one of the cheapest means of transportation. (A-Monitor 04.11)
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11.10. MOROCCO: Strategic Interests Spark Shift in Morocco’s Gulf Ties
Anna L. Jacobs posted on 4 November at the Arabian Gulf Studies institute in Washington that important
regional developments in recent weeks have highlighted Morocco’s strong – and sometimes conflicting –
economic and political ties with Gulf Arab states. On 28 October, the United Arab Emirates became the
first Arab country to announce that it would be opening a consulate in the disputed territory of Western
Sahara, which is de-facto under Morocco’s control. This was a major diplomatic victory for Morocco, as
well as a sign of a tightening bond between Morocco and the UAE. Two weeks earlier, Morocco took steps
suggesting support for the informal Saudi-led boycott of Turkish products that has been gaining momentum
over the past two years. On 15 October, Rabat raised taxes on imported Turkish goods by up to 90%.
These new restrictions came just before Morocco’s Cabinet began to review the Moroccan-Turkish free
trade agreement that was signed in 2004 and officially began in 2006.
While Morocco has maintained official neutrality in the Gulf dispute and has strong economic ties with Saudi
Arabia, the UAE, and Qatar, it appears Morocco is aligning itself more directly with the Saudi-UAE axis.
However, these significant developments should be understood in the context of growing regional
competition between Gulf Arab states, as well as Turkish-French tensions, and Morocco’s own strategic
interests. They also suggest that Morocco could become the next Arab country to reach an agreement to
normalize ties with Israel, following the UAE, Bahrain and Sudan.
Morocco’s Strategic Interests
Rabat’s most pressing foreign policy priority is to gain greater international recognition for its control over
the disputed Western Sahara territory. The area, known in Morocco as the southern provinces, was under
Spanish control until 1974 and was annexed by Morocco in 1975. This led to a 16-year armed conflict
between the Moroccan government and the Polisario, a political group made up of Western Sahara’s
indigenous Sahrawi people and supported by regional rival Algeria. A United Nations-brokered cease-fire
was agreed upon in 1991 with the commitment by Morocco that a referendum on independence would take
place (though it never did).
The Polisario declared the founding of the Saharan Arab Democratic Republic in 1976, which continues to
be recognized by several countries and regional institutions, including the African Union. Since then,
Morocco and the Polisario have been locked in diplomatic and political battles about who should govern
the contested territory. Morocco insists that Western Sahara is under its sovereignty and seeks to avoid a
referendum on independence, though it is offering an autonomy plan as a way out of the conflict. Meanwhile
the Polisario demands the implementation of the U.N. plan. Morocco de facto controls the majority of the
territory, but it is still considered an international conflict by the U.N., which continues to renew its mission’s
mandate.
This is why the UAE’s plan to become the first Arab country to open a consulate in Laayoune, the capital
of the disputed territory, is a big win for Morocco, helping to legitimize Rabat’s control over the territory.
More than 15 African countries already have opened consulates in Western Sahara as a part of their
diplomatic missions to the Kingdom of Morocco, in a show of support for the country’s control over the
disputed region. Much of this took place after Morocco rejoined the African Union in early 2017, and King
Mohammed VI embarked on a diplomatic tour across the continent, offering stronger diplomatic ties and
robust aid, investment, and infrastructure deals. The motivations behind this were to ensure greater African
support for Morocco’s control over Western Sahara and to bolster Morocco’s economic and diplomatic links
with some of the biggest African economies, such as Nigeria.
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Another factor in the UAE’s decision is likely related to its campaign to encourage more countries in the
region to agree to normalize ties with Israel. Israel has been lobbying the administration of President Trump
to officially endorse Morocco’s sovereignty over Western Sahara. In exchange, Morocco would agree to
normalize relations with Israel. Reports from 2019 indicated that Morocco’s foreign minister had discussed
normalization with Israel’s prime minister. These meetings have been officially denied by the Moroccan
government, especially Prime Minister Saad Eddine El Othmani, from the Justice and Development Party,
who said that he rejected “all forms of normalization with Israel.” However, soon after Othmani notably
corrected himself, saying he was speaking on behalf of his Islamist-affiliated political party and not on behalf
of the government. This sudden and conspicuous change suggested that the prime minister was likely
pressured by the royal palace to qualify his statement and leave the door open for normalization. Even if
the Islamist-led government, and perhaps Moroccan society at large, is against normalization, King
Mohammed VI and his key advisors have the final say on all major political decisions.
It seems that Morocco’s and the UAE’s foreign policy interests are increasingly aligning. This could indicate
that Morocco is ready to position itself more solidly with the Saudi-Emirati regional axis, repairing previous
episodes of diplomatic spats between Morocco and Saudi Arabia and the UAE. Tensions burst to the fore
on several occasions, especially since Morocco decided to remain officially neutral in the Gulf dispute and
even sent planeloads of food to Qatar after the blockade began. Even after Morocco cut diplomatic ties
with Iran in May 2018, in what seemed to be an overture to the Trump administration and Gulf Arab
countries like Saudi Arabia and the UAE, these same Gulf Arab allies voted against Morocco’s bid to host
the 2026 World Cup. Moreover, after the killing of Saudi journalist Jamal Khashoggi at the Saudi Consulate
in Istanbul, Morocco notably did not host Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman in his November
2018 tour across the Arab world. Then, Morocco decided to cease its support for the Saudi-led coalition in
Yemen in early 2019. Reports even surfaced that Morocco recalled its ambassadors to Saudi Arabia and
UAE after Al Arabiya aired a documentary that criticized Morocco’s position on Western Sahara.
Investment and foreign direct investment are integral components of Morocco’s relationship with Gulf Arab
states. Saudi direct investment in Morocco has been decreasing since 2015, leading some experts to argue
that the era of strategic partnerships between Morocco and some Gulf Arab states is over. However, this
is part of a general trend of declining FDI in Morocco, especially from its key European partners, due to
economic downturns and shifting priorities; overall FDI to Morocco fell by 55% in 2019, while investment
from Arab countries has fallen for three consecutive years. However, the important exception to this trend
has been FDI from the UAE and Qatar, which increased by 9% in 2019. The UAE remains the leading
Arab investor in Morocco.
Could growing diplomatic and economic cooperation with the UAE hurt Morocco’s ties with Qatar and
Turkey? The UAE is Morocco’s top investment partner from the Gulf, but economic and security ties with
Qatar are also robust. Morocco will no doubt attempt to walk this tightrope to ensure continued cooperation
with all parties. But the UAE could use its expanding regional role, and its vast economic resources, to
convince Morocco of the benefits of a stronger alliance with the Saudi-Emirati axis over that of Qatar and
Turkey.
Turkish Boycott Versus French Boycott
Other indicators also suggest that Morocco is swinging back toward the Saudi-Emirati regional alliance.
Notably, there are the aforementioned steps suggesting that Morocco is joining the informal, Saudi-led
boycott of Turkish goods, which began after Saudi-Turkish tensions spiked following the killing of Khashoggi
in Istanbul. Most recently, the head of the Saudi Chamber of Commerce, Ajlan al-Ajlan, called for the
boycott of “everything Turkish,” including imports, investment, and tourism, in response to the “continued
hostility of the Turkish government.” The unofficial boycott of Turkish products has hit the international
fashion scene as well. The Financial Times reported that fashion brands like Mango were exploring
alternatives to Turkish suppliers because of the “slowing down of customs processes for products of Turkish
origin in Saudi Arabia.”
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Some analysts view Morocco’s decision as independent from the Saudi-led boycott of Turkish goods,
arguing that the Morocco-Turkey trade imbalances needed to be addressed and the free trade agreement
needed to be renegotiated, irrespective of intensifying tensions between Turkey and Gulf Arab states like
Saudi Arabia and the UAE.
Others point out that the timing of this reassessment reflects growing concerns from some of Morocco’s
chief allies (France, the United States, the UAE and Saudi Arabia) about Turkey’s aggressive foreign
policies in the eastern Mediterranean and Libya. Recent sparring between the Turkish and French
presidents is escalating tensions between Turkey (and Gulf allies like Qatar) on one side and France (with
Gulf allies like the UAE and Saudi Arabia) on the other. After the beheading of a French teacher who
displayed controversial cartoons depicting the Prophet Muhammad during a lesson on freedom of speech,
French President Emmanuel Macron delivered a eulogy defending free expression and secularism that was
criticized by Turkish President Erdogan for being hostile to Islam. In an October speech, Erdogan chastised
the French president, asking “What is the problem of this person called Macron with Muslims and Islam,”
declaring “Macron needs treatment on a mental level.”
Erdoğan then called for a boycott of French goods and companies, which many politicians, food chains and
citizens in the region have publicly supported. Political leaders across the Middle East have called Macron’s
comments divisive and chastised them for promoting Islamophobia and people have expressed outrage on
social media. The boycott of French goods has been most effective in Turkey, Qatar, Jordan, Kuwait,
Oman and Iran. Criticism from Saudi Arabia and the UAE has been notably muted. The UAE has been
especially careful about publicly criticizing the French government. Saudi Arabia condemned linking Islam
with terrorism and the French cartoons depicting the prophet but has shied away from embracing calls for
a boycott of French products. Yet, calls for boycotting the French chain Carrefour nonetheless began
trending among Saudis on Twitter, reflecting a certain disconnect between public opinion and government
policy.
The hashtag #boycottFrenchproducts was recently trending across Moroccan Twitter accounts in response
to Macron’s statements. The Moroccan government condemned the publication of offensive cartoons of
the prophet and Islam as well as all violence perpetrated in the name of Islam. Even if the boycott is popular
among some, France is Morocco’s most important economic and trade partner and Morocco likely cannot
economically or politically afford to support the calls.
A Shift in Morocco’s Gulf Partnerships?
While it is difficult to determine the extent to which these developments reflect a fundamental shift in
Morocco’s policies toward its Gulf Arab allies and the Gulf divide, the UAE’s move to become the first Arab
country to open a consulate in the disputed Western Sahara territory was a very important step. It suggests
that Morocco may be leaning toward normalization of relations with Israel, something that would surely
bolster its alliance with the Emiratis and bring along significant economic benefits in the form of aid and
investment, as well as greater diplomatic support for Morocco’s control over Western Sahara from other
countries following the UAE’s decision. Finally, economic and diplomatic tensions between Morocco and
Turkey could accelerate this shift, given Turkey’s intensifying competition with France. This puts Morocco
in a difficult position, given the outsized importance of France as Morocco’s top economic partner. The
Middle East and North Africa is a deeply interconnected region, and policy decisions implemented by middle
powers like Morocco are shedding light on wider regional realignments and their strategic implications.
Anna L. Jacobs is a non-resident fellow at the Arab Gulf States Institute in Washington and a contributor to
the North Africa Policy Initiative. (AGSIW 04.11)
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11.11. MOROCCO: IMF Staff Completes 2020 Article IV Mission with Morocco
An International Monetary Fund (IMF) staff team conducted a remote mission from 19 October to 2
November in the context of the 2020 Article IV consultation with Morocco. At the conclusion of the mission,
the IMF issued the following statement:
“Despite the prompt response of the authorities, the global pandemic has not spared Morocco and exerted
a heavy toll on its population, as in many other countries in the world. The IMF mission would like to express
its solidarity with all Moroccans who have been impacted by the health crisis, and to those who have worked
incessantly at all levels of society to help their fellow citizens cope with its consequences.
“The combined effect of the drought and the pandemic is expected to cause contraction of GDP in 2020
between 6 and 7%, depending on the evolution of the health crisis, as well as a spike in unemployment
rate. The fiscal and external deficits are expected to widen, on the back of lower tax revenues and tourism
receipts, respectively. Still, the resilience of remittances and lower imports have contained Morocco’s
external financing needs, and international reserves remain comfortably above last year’ levels also thanks
to the purchase of the IMF precautionary liquidity line in April and the greater recourse to external financing.
IMF staff expects GDP growth to rebound next year to 4.5% as the effects of the drought and pandemic
wane, but there are considerable downside risks around this baseline projection.
“The fiscal policy stance has been eased appropriately in 2020. Tax revenues have fallen sharply, and
spending measures have been put in place to minimize the economic and social impact of the crisis. Among
these measures, wage subsidies, cash transfers to households in the informal sector and the extension of
credit to firms, have sustained domestic demand, protected the most vulnerable and supported the
productive system. The 2021 Budget continues to support the recovery over the next few years, mainly
through the impulse to investment and the reforms of the social protection system announced by the
authorities. Staff welcomes the authorities’ plans to support the recovery in 2021. It also agrees with the
authorities that the process of fiscal consolidation should be gradual and begin only once the economic
recovery becomes well anchored. While acknowledging the exceptional uncertainty over the timing and
pace of the recovery, staff recommends starting to reduce the public-debt-to GDP ratio from 2022 under its
baseline projections. A slower-than-expected economic recovery on the other hand would call for a delayed
fiscal adjustment. Measures to extend the tax base and increase the progressivity of the tax system, further
public administration reforms to rationalize spending, and the authorities’ privatization program would help
rebuild the fiscal buffers while financing the extension of social protection programs.
“Bank al-Maghrib (BAM) has taken decisive actions to mitigate the impact of the pandemic on the real
economy and the financial sector. Staff supports the accommodative monetary stance, which should be
maintained until there are signs that inflation has begun to increase. BAM envisages to use all policy tools
available to avoid further economic damage, if downside risks were to materialize. Greater exchange rate
flexibility would benefit the Moroccan economy by helping preserve international reserves and international
competitiveness, through better absorbing the effects of external shocks. The authorities are continuing to
work to ensure that the transition to a new phase of the monetary policy regime will occur smoothly and at
the right moment.
“Banks have been relatively resilient amid the pandemic, helped by relatively sound initial capital and
liquidity positions and the strong response by BAM. Staff welcomes BAM decision to ask banks for
increased provisioning and for suspending the distribution of dividends this year to build buffers against a
potential deterioration of banks’ credit portfolio soon. BAM continues its active monitoring of the impact of
the crisis on asset quality, while also making further progress in coordination with the Ministry of Finance
to finalize the resolution framework and so reinforce the authorities’ toolkit.
“Advancing on the structural reform agenda is essential to solidify the recovery from the pandemic and
achieve stronger, resilient, and more inclusive growth, one that improves the standard of living for all
Moroccans. Staff congratulates the authorities’ decisive efforts to expand social assistance this year and
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agrees that a comprehensive reform of the social protection system has become more urgent after the
pandemic. The extension of health care insurance to all Moroccans would contribute to increase access
to higher quality services, while the harmonization of all current social assistance programs under a unified
social registry would improve efficiency and targeting. The mission also supports the announced reform of
state-owned enterprises, which should create the conditions for a more efficient public sector and boost
private sector development. Finally, the mission appreciates recent progress in preparing the legal
framework for the digitalization of the public administration and the simplification of its procedures,
implementing the education reform, including the overhaul of the vocational and professional formation
system, improving governance and fighting corruption.
Background Information
Since 2012, Morocco benefited from four successive PLL arrangements with the IMF. On 7 April 2020, the
Moroccan authorities purchased all available resources (about $ 3 billion) under the Precautionary and
Liquidity Line (PLL) arrangement. This was the first time the authorities drew on funds available under the
PLL, to cope with the unprecedented shock of the COVID-19 pandemic. (IMF 02.11)
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11.12. GREECE: Moody's Upgrades Greece's Rating to Ba3, Outlook Remains Stable
Moody's Investors Service upgraded Greece, Government of local and foreign currency long-term issuer
ratings to Ba3 from B1 previously. Moody's has also upgraded the local currency senior unsecured debt
rating to Ba3 from B1, as well as the foreign currency senior unsecured MTN program and senior unsecured
shelf ratings to (P)Ba3 from (P)B1. The local currency Commercial Paper rating and the foreign currency
other short-term rating have been affirmed at Not Prime (NP) and (P)NP respectively. The outlook remains
stable.
The key drivers for this rating action are the following:
1. Ongoing reforms support a sustainable improvement in institutional strength and have already brought
tangible progress in areas including tax administration and compliance and the fight against corruption. In
Moody's view the risk of reversal of these important improvements is low. Moody's considers this action to
be motivated in part by governance-related factors under its ESG framework.
2. The country's growth prospects over the coming years are positive notwithstanding the negative near
term impact of the pandemic particularly on the tourism sector. Greece's economy will benefit from ongoing
efforts to improve the investment climate coupled with inflows of very substantial European recovery funds.
Favorable growth prospects, combined with a return to a prudent fiscal stance, will lead to a gradual reversal
in the public debt trend. In addition, Greece benefits from a very favorable debt structure and strong
affordability.
The stable outlook reflects Moody's view that it will take some time before the benefits of the institutional
and governance reforms become fully embedded and visible. Also, the banking sector - despite further
improvements over the past year - still requires strong action to improve its weak asset quality.
The long-term foreign and local currency bond and deposit ceilings have been raised to A3 from Baa1
previously. The short-term foreign-currency bond and bank deposit country ceilings remain at Prime-2.
Ratings Rationale
Rationale for the Upgrade to Ba3
First Driver: reforms are bringing a sustainable improvement in institutional strength
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Since the last rating action in March 2019, momentum on the implementation of structural reforms has been
strong. Progress continues to be made with regards to outstanding reform commitments agreed between
the previous administration and the Eurogroup in June 2018. These build on the achievements made under
Greece's third adjustment program between 2015 and 2018, which placed significant emphasis on
institutional and governance reforms.
Improvements to Greece's institutions and governance are visible in areas such as the independent
revenue administration which is resulting in higher tax revenues and improved compliance. Ongoing
digitization of the public administration and social security system has positive implications for tax
compliance as well as the effectiveness of the public administration and contributes to an improving
business environment. The government has made important steps towards a more systemic approach to
deal with the banking sector's high level of non-performing exposures (NPEs) through the Hercules Asset
Protection Scheme (APS) as well as a new insolvency framework expected to enter into law at the start of
next year. Reforms to the judicial system are ongoing, alongside further measures to bring the quality and
professionalism of the public administration in line with European peers. Taken together, these reforms
help to address drivers of Greece's economic and debt crisis of the last decade.
While it will take commitment over many years to reap the full benefits of the institutional changes in
progress to create a modern and efficient public administration, these improvements are beginning to be
reflected in governance indicators. Greece has improved on all Worldwide Governance Indicators that
Moody's considers since 2016, the first full year of the third adjustment program. The results of the
independent tax revenue administration's (IAPR) key performance indicators show a clear upward trend in
tax debt collection and enforcement since 2017. Wider use of electronic payments, alongside increased
incentives and continuing improvements in IAPR's capacity, should further underpin the recent
improvements in tax collection.
In Moody's view the risk of reversal of these reforms in the coming years is low. The current government
was elected on a platform of economic and business-friendly reforms and seems likely to use its
parliamentary majority to push forward that platform. Over the medium-term, today's action reflects
Moody's view that governments will continue to aim for compliance with the challenging targets agreed with
the Eurogroup and that incentives on both sides are strong enough to avoid the stand-offs seen earlier in
the decade.
Second Driver: European funds and improving investment climate will bolster Greece's investment
outlook and medium-term growth prospects
Notwithstanding the significant economic contraction resulting from the coronavirus-induced shock,
Moody's expects stronger investment prospects to support the recovery and materially improve Greece's
medium-term growth outlook. The disbursement of EU recovery funds, for which Greece will be the largest
euro area beneficiary relative to GDP, will provide significant support to both headline growth and
investment. While Moody's expects Greece's economy to contract by almost 9% in 2020, a strong recovery
is expected in 2021. More importantly for Greece's credit profile, growth is expected to average around
3.5% over the medium term.
Greece stands to receive €32 billion (17% of 2019 GDP) from the EU recovery funds, of which 60% will be
in grants. The funds offer significant potential to redress Greece's low investment - hitherto the lowest in
the EU and a key constraint to the pre-coronavirus recovery trend -- and to raise potential growth. Greece
is also receiving significant multilateral funds from other sources including the EU's Structural Funds, the
European Bank for Reconstruction and Development (Aaa stable), and the European Investment Bank
(Aaa stable), which will also support investment growth. Greece's inclusion in the ECB's large quantitative
easing program helps to ensure favorable funding conditions not only for the government but also for the
Greek banks and for the economy as a whole.
In the past, Greece has at times failed to deliver on public investment plans, and private investment has
been weak. Key reforms that have been implemented in the recent past are a new investment licensing
framework which among other things significantly eases the administrative burden on new investments and
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removes key impediments, in addition to the rollout of digital tools. The first results are visible; according
to the World Bank's Doing Business surveys, starting a business is now more efficient in Greece than
anywhere else in the EU. Inward foreign direct investment last year reached the highest level since at least
2002, partly driven by several successful privatizations and more recently in the real estate sector.
Microsoft Corporation's (Aaa, Stable) recent decision to locate three data centers in Greece is one indication
of the country's improving attractiveness for foreign investment. The government is also close to updating
the public procurement law, which will be important if the country is to make full use of the available EU
recovery funds.
Moody's projects Greece's debt ratio to increase significantly this year, to around 200% of GDP, before
declining again from next year onward on the back of the expected economic recovery. However, the debt
ratio itself is of more limited relevance than for other countries, given the very long maturity structure of the
debt and the significant and repeated debt relief provided by Greece's euro area creditors. Debt
affordability, as measured by interest payments in relation to government revenue, is much stronger
(forecast at 6.2% for 2021) than the median of Ba-rated peers (10.9%) and is expected to continue to
improve, supported by very favorable financing conditions.
The banking sector remains very weak, characterized by weak asset quality and a large share of lower
quality capital in the form of deferred tax credits. Non-performing exposures remain very high, at a ratio of
36.7% as of June 2020, and are likely to grow given the economic impact of the crisis. However, even here
improvements are evident. NPEs declined by €15.7 billion in the twelve months to June 2020. The Hercules
APS scheme in operation since December 2019 is an important step in cleansing banks' balance sheets of
non-performing assets. The government acknowledges that more is needed and has indicated that it will
likely push ahead with a complementary proposal from the Bank of Greece which would cover a larger
amount of NPLs and would also aim to tackle the large amounts of deferred tax assets on the banks'
balance sheets.
Rationale for Stable Outlook
The stable outlook balances Moody's view that while a reversal of the improvements seen in recent years
is unlikely, it will take some years before the benefits of the institutional and governance reforms become
fully embedded and visible. The rating agency also notes that the pandemic has caused the delay in the
completion of some reforms. A resurgence of the pandemic in Europe, notwithstanding Greece's more
favorable performance during the "first wave", could create a further backlog in the measures intended to
be implemented during 2021.
Factors That Could Lead to an Upgrade or Downgrade of the Ratings
Greece's rating would come under upward pressure over the medium term if further progress on structural
reforms yields tangible results in the form of stronger investment and further lifts and solidifies mediumterm growth prospects. A more rapid reduction in the public debt ratio than currently foreseen would also
be positive for the rating, as would the resolution of the banking sector's continuing asset quality issues.
The rating would come under downward pressure if progress in reforming Greece's institutions were to be
reversed, putting at risk the agreement with the euro area creditors. A prolonged resurgence of coronavirus
infections could also put downward pressure on the rating if it led to an extended period of GDP contraction
and a further material rise in public debt. (Moody's 06.11)
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